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Preface
PREFACE

In honor of the establishment of the new Flatbush eruv, we are pleased to
present this overview of the pertinent halachic issues regarding eruvin in
Brooklyn. Flatbush has now joined the list of communities, past and present,
which have sought to enhance the sanctity of the Shabbos and increase the
oneg Shabbos of the community with the construction of an eruv.

The world renowned halachic authorities Rav Fischel Hershkowits shlita and
Rav Yechezkel Roth shlita, together with many Gedolei HaPoskim in America
and across the globe, have paskened that it is both permissible and a great
mitzvah to erect an eruv in Brooklyn. In light of this and in recognition of the
vital role an eruv would play in eliminating inadvertent chilul Shabbos, a
number of rabbanim from the community convened to discuss the possibility
of constructing an eruv in Flatbush. At that time, they resolved to establish
an eruv and to bring in a world renowned expert in hilchos eruvin, Rav Ben
Tzion Wozner shlita, to oversee the kashrus of the eruv.

We have gone to great lengths to ensure that our eruv maintains the highest
halachic standards and that it be acceptable l’mehadrin according to the vast
majority of poskim including HaGaon Rav Moshe Feinstein zt”l.

In this overview we intend to analyze the pertinent halachic issues in a concise
and accessible manner in order to clarify any misinformation and confusion you
may have about the eruv. We hope that after reading this overview with an open
mind, you will recognize that there is a strong halachic foundation upon which to
base an eruv in Brooklyn. At the outset, however, we would like to clarify that
this introduction to eruvin should not be used as the final word on the matter as
we strongly advocate that you follow the p’sak of your own rav.

In Halichos Shlomo (Hilchos Tefillin, siman 31:95), Rav Shlomo Zalman Auerbach zt”l is
cited as stating that if, after learning a topic well, an individual still feels there is
reason to be stringent, at that point he has a right to be stringent. However, if
someone has a propensity to be stringent without understanding the reasoning
behind the issue, he will end up being stringent in trivial issues and lenient in
important ones. This is illustrated by the following story. One Shabbos, Rav
Shlomo Zalman saw a father and son in the street. The father was carrying a chair
but the son was empty handed. This bothered Rav Shlomo Zalman a great deal
and he commented on how someone who was obviously being stringent in hilchos
eruvin by not carrying was at the same time diminishing the mitzvah of kibbud av.
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Letter of Supervision

I was asked by Rabbis of Flatbush, Brooklyn included in this group
were leaders of shuls, heads of yeshivos and knowledgeable and
prominent Rabbanim to express my opinion on the eruv they are
erecting in their neighborhood according to the custom of our forefathers
and Rabbis from time immemorial all over the world. After repeated, in
depth, and all encompassing investigations, I find that they have
successfully accomplished Hashem’s wish to erect an eruv of very high
standards, that is primarily reliant on real mechitzos [actual dividers] and
mechitzos within mechitzos that surround the area on four sides. Because
of this and other reasons, as we explain in our responsum, the area which
also includes Ocean Parkway does not come close to satisfying the
requirements of a reshus harabbim. In those few places where there are
openings in the surrounding mechitzos, they are closed by the use of well
designed tzuras hapesachim such that in conjunction with everything
previously said this eruv is kosher according to the view of all halachic
authorities, including the Rambam, Bais Yosef and all the masters of the
Shulchan Aruch. This eruv is based on the same fundamental principles
we used to construct an eruv in Chicago, Denver, Caracas, and other
places. The details and the attributes of those eruvin can be found in the
Shevet HaLevi (8:97, 8:177).

Now, after the appointment of a qualified mashgiach who is a talmud
chacham and yirei shamayim to be the regular overseer of the eruv; the
renting of the area from the authorities; and the hanachas hapas, I would
like to publicly announce that the Flatbush eruv is kosher for all
without question. I happily join the leaders of the city to praise and
assist them in their halachic obligation of constructing an eruv. Based on
the Gemara Eruvin (68a), the sages of all generations established that only
through a city eruv will the public cease the desecration of carrying on
Shabbos (Chasam Sofer, O.C. 99). In addition, the eruv affords the opportunity
to fulfill the mitzvah of oneg Shabbos because the public is now able to
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stroll on Shabbos and bring needed items through the use of the eruv
(Perishah, 395).

To those who have erected this precious eruv, I say be strong and do not
be frightened. We have on our side the literal meaning of the Shulchan
Aruch and most poskim. If some decide to challenge the eruv, if they argue
about the fundamental kashrus of the eruv based on accepted halachah,
consider their arguments. But if they come with new, non halachic,
objections that were not raised by previous poskim based on what they
perceive are detrimental consequences of making an eruv, do not listen to
them. The salvation of tens of thousands of Jews from the prohibition of
carrying every Shabbos outweighs anything that may cause them
concern. In general, people cannot suddenly rise up and challenge the
great mitzvah of eruv for which our forefathers and Rabbis risked their
lives. We see this from the flaming words spoken by the Rosh (kellal 21:8)

against a learned person who opposed making an eruv in cities. We find
similar reactions from the Tashbetz (2:37) and the Chasam Sofer (O.C. 99).

“For the sake of my brothers and companions I will say: Peace be with
you.” May Hashem grant all the respected residents and leaders of the
area, along with those responsible for establishing and building the eruv,
the merit to increase peace in the world. As Chazal says, ”Do not
pronounce [the word as] banayich [children], but [pronounce it] bonayich
[builders].” “Let there be peace within your ramparts, serenity within
your palaces.” As it is stated in the Yerushalmi (Eruvin, 3:2), the
establishment of eruvin increases peace in the world " .

Other approbations are in the Hebrew section. See also Appendix 12
(page 83) for a list of more than 100 rabbanim who maintained that
Brooklyn is not a reshus harabbim and consequently an eruv could be
erected.
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Introduction
INTRODUCTION

Since the times of Shlomo HaMelech, cities were fortified with walls
that qualified as eruvin. Although these walls at times had breaches, the
breaks were small and rectifiable. Relying on city walls for the purpose
of eruvin (see for instance Chacham Tzvi, siman 5) was a practice that continued
well into the 17th century at which time practically all the Jewish
citizenry lived on the Judengasse. The Judengasse usually consisted of a
few streets that were sealed with doors, which unintentionally
eliminated the need to rectify any breaks in the city’s walls because the
boundaries of the Jewish neighborhood were now intact.

During the latter part of the 17th century, when Jews were allowed to
move outside those streets, cities had outgrown their walls and newer
cities were built without walls altogether. For the purpose of eruvin it
was no longer a given that cities were closed and therefore mechitzos
had to be constructed. It was obviously easier to use natural walls that
circumscribed entire cities, such as riverbanks and canals, than to erect
tzuras hapesachim, which would have required permission from the
civil authorities. Teshuvos written at that time addressed the
possibility of utilizing canals and rivers as the necessary walls to
enclose cities such as The Hague (Chacham Tzvi, siman 5 and Ohel Yaakov, siman 73)

and Rotterdam (Shev Yaakov, siman 17 and Shvus Yaakov, 3:28). During the latter
part of the 19th century, as telegraph, telephone, and electric wires
sprung up all over the countryside, they were incorporated into the
community eruv as well (Eitz HaChaim, siman 246 249; Maamer Mordechai, siman 31, and

Nefesh Chayah, siman 34).

Prior to World War II almost all cities with Jewish populations
established eruvin including Vilna (Mishmeres Sholom, 24:10) and Radin
(Dugmah M’Darchei Avi, p. 31). In the times of Rav Shmuel Salant zt”l tens of
thousands of people utilized the eruv and carried in Yerushalayim on
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Shabbos (Chazon Ish O.C. 39:5). Even the following large cities with
populations of 600,000 erected eruvin: Warsaw (Mishmeres Sholom, 24:10; Divrei

Menachem, O.C. vol. 2, pp. 42 43, and Rocznik Statystyczny Warszawy 1921 i 1922, 1924 p. 14),
Lodz (Mishmeres Sholom, 24:10 and Encyclopedia Judaica, 1996 vol. 11 p. 426), Odessa (Divrei

Malkiel, 3:14 18, 4:3; Tikkun Shabbos, and Tuv Yehoshua), Manchester (introduction Bais Av

vol. 2 and Encyclopedia Britannica, 1911 vol. 17 p. 547), St. Louis (Tikvas Zechariah and

Encyclopedia Britannica, 1911 vol. 24 p. 24), and New York in 1905 (Oznei Yehoshua, 1:18;

Tirosh VaYitzhar, siman 73; Eruv V’Hotzaah, and US Census, 1900).

In order to satisfy the civil authorities and remain inconspicuous, the
eruvin of our grandparents’ time relied on existing enclosures such as
riverbanks and telegraph wires. As a result of the circumstances
under which these eruvin were constructed, the poskim usually
permitted major leniencies. As is evident from nearly all the teshuvos
written about eruvin prior to World War II, the question then was not
whether an eruv was permissible, only how to construct one. Just as it
was the responsibility of each rav to insure that there be a kosher
mikveh in his community it was incumbent on each rav to erect an
eruv as well (Teshuvos V’Hanhagos, 1:844; see also Chasam Sofer, O.C. 99). If the rav of
the city did not erect an eruv, it was not for the lack of effort; the civil
authorities did not permit the construction of one.

Today we are fortunate that we can erect our own tzuras hapesachim
and to construct eruvin that are far superior to the ones that were
erected in the preceding era. The new Flatbush eruv is not based on
halachic leniencies and would no doubt have met with the approval of
the poskim from the previous generations.

In the merit of this great mitzvah may we be found deserving of the
special brachah of shalom that eruvin brings (Yerushalmi, Eruvin 3:2).

Even more so, the Chemdas Shlomo (p. 203) states that members of the
community should establish an eruv. The obligation is theirs as well as the
rav’s.
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SECTION I

Where We May Carry on Shabbos

Min haTorah the prohibition against carrying is from a reshus hayachid
[private domain] to a reshus harabbim [public domain] and vice versa
or the moving of an object four amos in a reshus harabbim.

Chazal added a prohibition against carrying in a domain known as a
karmelis [an area that cannot be classified as a reshus hayachid, because
it does not have the required mechitzos or as a reshus harabbim, because
it does not meet the necessary criteria]. Since there are similarities
between a reshus harabbim and a karmelis, Chazal prohibited carrying
between any two domains as well as within any domain other then a
reshus hayachid itself 1 in order to prevent any inadvertent transgression

                                                                                                                        

1 Me’d’rabbanan, even after determining that a halachically enclosed area is a
reshus hayachid, the ability to carry therein is contingent on the residents
forming a unified entity or eruvei chatzeiros. Since this requirement is
me’d’rabbanan, Chazal were lenient and only necessitated a symbolic unified
ownership. Depending on who joins this symbolic partnership, one or two
methods must be employed: eruvei chatzeiros or sechiras reshus.

Eruvei chatzeiros, the merging of two or more courtyards or apartments
used when dealing with Shomer Shabbos residents works in the following
manner: Pieces of bread or matzoh that were contributed by all those
residing within the eruv are placed in one of the enclosed houses, or
alternatively one resident may take his own matzoh and grant the other
residents ownership of it [zechiah]. These methods enable us to symbolically
view all the residents who reside within this eruv as having united to dwell
in the house in which the matzoh is kept (Tur and Shulchan Aruch, O.C. 366:1, 7).
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Sechiras reshus, the rental of a domain usually used when dealing with
neighbors who are not Shomrei Shabbos, either because they are not observant
or not Jewish. Through the symbolic rental from the owners of dwellings in
an enclosed area, one can acquire the right to carry therein. So too, in public
areas such as when enclosing a city that has numerous private residences
and public streets one can acquire the right to carry through the rental of
these privileges from city officials (ibid., 382:1, 391:1).

Related to the forming of eruvei chatzeiros is the issue of being mocheh. Some
claim that when a frum yid is mocheh it disrupts the unity needed for eruvei
chatzeiros. However most poskim maintain that this does not create a problem
(U’Bacharta B’Chaim, siman 123; Taanugei Yisroel, 2:42:7;iTzitz Eliezer, 19:17; Emek HaTeshuvah,

4:21 23, and Kovetz Ohr Yisroel, vol. 18, 21). Additionally, since we contracted sechiras
reshus from the city and state governments, even those poskim who have a
problem with sechiras reshus when a frum yid is mocheh would allow carrying
based on the power of eminent domain (Kovetz Ohr Yisroel vol. 32 33; and read

carefully Divrei Yatziv 2:173:6).

Besides for which, all are in agreement that regarding eruvei chatzeiros we
maintain halachah k’divrei hameikil (Eruvin, 46a, 80a). Therefore, there is no
reason to acknowledge someone who is mocheh since there are many reasons
to be lenient. [Actually, there are many poskim who posited that we pasken
halachah k’divrei hameikil even in issues regarding mechitzos (Mordechai, Eruvin

1:482; Rosh, Eruvin 2:4isee the Gra, O.C. 358:5 and the Bais Shlomo, siman 42; Maharash Elgazi,

Halichos Eli, Klali 5 Ois 251icites the Rabbeinu Chananel, Rambam and Tosfos; Mayim Rabbim, siman

36, 38; Chacham Tzvi,isiman 59; Bach HaChadash, Kuntrus Achron siman 3; Yeshuas Yaakov, 363:5;

Chasam Sofer, 6:82, and Maharsham, 4:105, 8:58:5, 9:18).]

To include sechiras reshus among Rav Moshe Feinstein zt”l’s issues with reshus
harabbim is disingenuous because the Klausenberg Rebbe zt”l (Divrei Yatziv,

2:173:5), who is the one who took issue with sechiras reshus when a frum yid is
mocheh stated clearly that today there is no reshus harabbim. So of course his
position on the issue of reshus harabbim would be that there is no reason to be
mocheh. These detractors of eruvin, however, claim that they are mocheh
because according to the way they understand Rav Moshe there is a reshus
harabbim today; but Rav Moshe never had a problem with sechiras reshus.
When the Manhattan eruv was established a frum yid was mocheh (Divrei

Menachem, O.C. vol. 2, p. 95), and neither Rav Moshe nor anyone else had a problem
with sechiras reshus in that situation. For that matter Rav Moshe never had a
problem with sechiras reshus when a frum yid is mocheh (see also note 34 and 35).
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of the laws of carrying in a reshus harabbim (Shabbos, 6a see Rashi ad loc. and

Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chaim 346:1).

Since the only domain in which carrying remains permissible is a
reshus hayachid, our primary concern when planning the construction
of an eruv is that we be able to classify the area under consideration as
a reshus hayachid.

What Is a Reshus HaYachid

The Shulchan Aruch (O.C. 345:2) defines a reshus hayachid as an area that is
enclosed by walls [mechitzos] that are at least ten tefachim high and
encompass an area that is at the minimum four tefachim by four
tefachim. These mechitzos can also encircle an area that is ten tefachim
deep or an elevated area that is ten tefachim high.

Me’d’oraysa, if the mechitzos only enclose an area on three sides the area
is still classified as a reshus hayachid (Tur and Shulchan Aruch, O.C. 363:1). At
the minimum, each of the three sides must be omed merubeh al haparutz
[that is, more than 50 percent of the length of each side must actually
consist of a wall] for it to be considered whole for halachic purposes
(ibid., 362:9 10, 363:1).2

                                                                                                                        

2 Once the walls are omed merubeh al haparutz on three sides, nearly all poskim
maintain that the multitudes [rabbim] do not negate the enclosure, lo asu
rabbim u’mevatlei mechitzta (Chacham Tzvi, siman 5, 37; Knesset Yechezkal, siman 2:3; Mayim

Rabim, siman 34 36;iTosfos Shabbos, siman 363; Noda B’Yehudah, O.C. Mahadura Tinyana, 42 and

Teshuvah M’Ahavah, siman 112;iShe’eilas Yaavetz, siman 7 and Mor U’Ketziyah, siman 363; Shulchan

Aruch HaRav, O.C. 363:42, 364:4iand Kuntres Achron, O.C. 345:2; Bais Ephraim, O.C. 26; Keren

Oreh, Eruvin 7a; Michtam L’David, siman 1;iChasam Sofer, O.C. 89; HaEleph Lecha Shlomo, siman

181; Aishel Avraham, siman 345; Chai Adam, klal 71:15;iChesed L’Avraham, siman 39; Maharham

Shick, O.C. 171, 181; Maharia HaLevi, siman 94; Bais Shlomo, siman 43, 51;iTzemach Tzedek, Shabbos

100a and Eruvin, the end of Perek 5; Nefesh Chayah, siman 25;iAvnei Nezer, O.C. 273:16, 279:2,
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However, me’d’rabbanan, until the area is entirely enclosed it is
classified as a karmelis. Therefore, in order that the area be reclassified,
me’d’rabbanan, as a reshus hayachid we are required to rectify the fourth
side of the enclosure and the pirtzos in the three sides with, at the
minimum, a tzuras hapesach.3 Only then would it be permissible to
carry therein.

What Is a Tzuras HaPesach

Given that a house can have more than one door and still be classified
as a reshus hayachid, an area totally enclosed by doorways would be

                                                                                                                        

289:2; Aruch HaShulchan, O.C. 364:1; Maharsham, 3:188, 9:18;iYeshuos Malko, siman 21; Harei

B’samim, 5:73; Imrei Yosher, siman 102 and Minchas Pitim, siman 364;iKaf HaChaim, O.C. 364:12;

Divrei Malkiel, 3:10, 14;iRav Chaim Berlin in Tikkun Shabbos Odessa, p. 28 and in Nishmas Chaim,

siman 29; Achiezer, 4:8; Even Yikrah, siman 58, and Chazon Ish, O.C. 74:10, 107:4). See also
notes 32 and 45 that nearly all poskim maintain that pirtzos of ten amos and
sixteen amos is me’d’rabbanan.

It should be noted that had the Mishnah Berurah who paskens asu rabbim
u’mevatlei mechitzta (Bi’ur Halachah 364:2) seen the Bais Ephraim (O.C. 26) in
conjunction with the Mishkenos Yaakov (O.C. 120 122), there is a possibility he
would have agreed with the Bais Ephraim that lo asu rabbim u’mevatlei
mechitzta. See Bi’ur Halachah (208:9, s.v. Eino M’Vorech), where he states that he
does not have the sefer Bais Ephraim (see also Toldos Shmuel, 3:81:7, 3:86:8; Bais Av, 2:5:2,

and Even Yisroel, 8:36).

3 The pirtzos in the mechitzos which are usually ten amos wide such as the
streets running through the mechitzos (see note 18) would require at the
minimum a tzuras hapesach; merely a post [lechi] would not suffice (Shulchan
Aruch, O.C. 363:26). It is important to note that the tzuras hapesach can be
utilized, me’d’rabbanan, to encircle a smaller part of the area enclosed by the
mechitzos instead of closing the fourth side of the mechitzos themselves since
the tzuras hapesach is being erected in a reshus hayachid d’oraysa.
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considered a reshus hayachid as well. In effect, a tzuras hapesach,4 two
posts one on either side of the opening with a crossbeam [or a string]
running across the top of them, forms the doorway[s] necessary for an
area to be termed a reshus hayachid (Eruvin, 11b and Shulchan Aruch, O.C. 362:11). 5

A tzuras hapesach would reclassify a karmelis as a reshus hayachid.
However, regarding a reshus harabbim, the Shulchan Aruch (O.C. 364:2)

states that only dalsos [doors to close the breaches] would rectify it and
not a tzuras hapesach.6 Therefore, it is essential to establish the
classification of an area is it or is it not a reshus harabbim? in order
to ascertain what kind of enclosure would reclassify the area as a
reshus hayachid where it would then be permissible to carry.
                                                                                                                        

4 There are those who claim that the term eruv refers to eruvei chatzeiros and
not to a tzuras hapesach. However the Gemara (Eruvin, 6a) calls a tzuras hapesach
an eruv; see also the Piskei Rid (Shabbos 6a) for further proof that the term eruv
applies to both the physical construct and the brachah.

5 The Rambam considers a tzuras hapesach a valid mechitzah only when utilizing
at the minimum two mechitzos that are omed merubeh al haparutz (Shulchan Aruch,

O.C. 362:10). Where this is not the case, each pole can be no more than ten amos
apart from the other. The Kaf HaChaim (362:92) quotes the sefer Minchas
Yehudah (siman 26) that states if a city has omed merubeh of its houses, they can
be used to qualify the tzuras hapesachim as a Rambam eruv. Since the
proximity of property lots in Brooklyn is such that they are omed merubeh al
haparutz particularly the fences that surround the property lots any
eruv in Brooklyn would be considered a Rambam eruv. Additionally we have
determined that Brooklyn is encircled with three mechitzos that are omed
merubeh al haparutz (see Kuntres HaMechitzos page 61 and map of the mechitzos); therefore,
any eruv in Brooklyn would definitely be considered a Rambam eruv.

6 Most poskim maintain, me’d’oraysa, a tzuras hapesach would reclassify a reshus
harabbim as a reshus hayachid; however, me’d’rabbanan there is a requirement
of dalsos (Shulchan Aruch HaRav, O.C. 364:4; Tzemach Tzedek, Eruvin the end of Perek 5; Aishel

Avraham, siman 345; Gaon Yaakov, Eruvin 11a;iYeshuos Malko, O.C. 21; Avnei Nezer, O.C. 273:16,

279:2, 289:2; Aruch HaShulchan, O.C. 364:1; Chazon Ish,iO.C. 70:13, and Kaf HaChaim, O.C. 364:12).
Since the requirement of dalsos is me’d’rabbanan, we can be lenient [safek
d’rabbanan l’kulla] and apply any additional heter to remove the requirement
of dalsos (Kanah V’Kanamon, 5:56; Livush Mordechai, 4:4, and Bais Av, 2:9:3; see note 11).
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What Is a Reshus HaRabbim

The Shulchan Aruch (O.C. 345:7) gives four defining conditions of what
constitutes a reshus harabbim: a street or marketplace that is at least
sixteen amos wide,7 that is not roofed [mikorim],8 that is open and
runs straight 9 from city gate to city gate [mefulash m’shaar l’shaar],10

                                                                                                                        

7 According to Rav Avrohom Chaim Noeh zt”l, that is approximately 24 feet
and according to the Chazon Ish, about 32 feet. As a snif l’heter there are
poskim who maintain that our streets themselves, even those that are very
wide, would not meet the criterion of a reshus harabbim. There is a
requirement that the whole 16 amos must be suitable for people. Since the
streets are designated for cars, the streets and the sidewalks on either side of
the street are not considered connected to form one contiguous 16 amos (Tikvas

Zechariah, p. 40 and Divrei Yatziv, 2:172:13; see also Oim Ani Chomah, siman 63). Additionally,
the parked cars themselves serve as mechitzos as they separate the sidewalk
from the street, and therefore, the streets are not considered 16 amos wide
(Nesivos Shabbos, 3:1:2).

8 The Aishel Avraham (siman 345) maintains that streets are not considered
mefulash if they are intersected by roofed [mikorim] roadways. As a snif l’heter
there are poskim who maintain that since elevated train tracks and overpasses

the equivalent of roofed roadways circumscribe our communities we
can utilize the heter of the Aishel Avraham and our streets would not be
considered mefulash. It is interesting to note that Rav Moshe Feinstein zt”l
(Igros Moshe, O.C. 1:140) also maintained that a street would not be considered
mefulash if it is intersected by a roofed area. So it would seem that if Rav
Moshe had known our neighborhoods, he would agree that our streets are
not mefulash and therefore our communities would not be classified as a
reshus harabbim. [See also Igros Moshe (O.C. 5:28:20) where Rav Moshe posits
that while elevated train tracks do not bisect an area of shishim ribuy into
separate parts of less than shishim ribuy, he admits that the intersected street
is not considered mefulash.]

9 Most poskim understand mefulash m’shaar l’shaar as meaning mefulash
u’mechuvanim m’shaar l’shaar, open and running straight from city gate to
city gate (Bais Yosef, 345:8; Magen Avraham, 345:6; Pri Megadim, Aishel Avraham, 364: 2; Bais

Ephraim, O.C. 26; Tiferes Yisroel, introduction toiShabbos; U’Bacharta B’Chaim, siman 123; Shoel
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U’Maishiv, 2:87; Yehudah Yaleh, O.C. siman 54;iMahari Slutsk, O.C. siman 11; Minchas Elazar, 3:4,

and Mishnah Berurah, 345:20). Rav Aharon Kotler zt”l states (Mishnas Rav Aharon, 6:2),
that for a street to be classified as a reshus harabbim it is accepted that it
would have to be mefulash u’mechuvanim m’shaar l’shaar although he
personally maintains that it is dependent on a walled city.

10 The text of Shulchan Aruch reads:
“What is a reshus harabbim? A street or marketplace that … is not
walled and even if they are walled but they [the street or
marketplace] are open from city gate to city gate, they [the street or
marketplace] would be considered a reshus harabbim ….”

Even though the Shulchan Aruch cites the criterion of mefulash m’shaar l’shaar
in conjunction with a walled city, the Tur does not differentiate between a
walled city and an open city and the Bais Yosef (siman 345) does not disagree
with the Tur. Therefore, mefulash would be considered a criterion of a reshus
harabbim even in a city that is not walled (see Bais Av, 2:9:1 for a detailed explanation).
See note 14 that most poskim maintain that concerning the criterion of
mefulash there is no difference halachically whether or not the city is walled.
The Gra offers a different perspective (Bi’ur HaGra, O.C. 345:7) and explains that
the words of the Shulchan Aruch, “is not walled,” refers to a street [sratya].
The Dmesek Eliezer clarifies the Gra that a sratya is a road which does not
have a wall around it. The Gra explains further that, “even if they are
walled,” refers to a marketplace [platya]. The Dmesek Eliezer explains that a
platya is a city street that is walled on two sides and the remaining two sides
are open straight from city gate to city gate. What we see from this Dmesek
Eliezer is that what the Shulchan Aruch refers to as, “walled,” pertains to the
streets of the city and not the city walls. Therefore, it is understandable why
the Gra (Sh’nos Eliyahu, introduction to Meseches Shabbos and Chidushi HaGra, Shabbos 6a)

when discussing the criterion of mefulash m’shaar l’shaar does not attribute it
to a walled city. It follows that our streets which are lined with houses
would be classified as walled streets and would have to be mefulash
u’mechuvanim m’shaar l’shaar to be categorized as a reshus harabbim. Note that
since the term city gate [shaar] does not always pertain to the gate of a walled
city (Rashi, Yoma 11a), mefulash m’shaar l’shaar can refer to a city that is not
walled as well.
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and has 600,000 people traversing it daily [shishim ribuy (sixty
myriads)11 ovrim bo 12 b’chol yom13].

                                                                                                                        

11 The text of Shulchan Aruch reads:
“What is a reshus harabbim? A street or marketplace that is sixteen
amos wide, … and there are those who say that if it [the street or
marketplace] does not have 600,000 people traversing it daily, it is
not a reshus harabbim.”

Rashi is the original source of this criterion that the street requires shishim
ribuy traversing it in order that it be classified as a reshus harabbim, and not all
of the Rishonim are in agreement with him. [The Bais Av (2:5:2) brings proof
that the majority of Rishonim accepts shishim ribuy as a fundament of a reshus
harabbim (see also Shemiras Shabbos K’Hilchasa, perek 17, note 21 and Toldos Shmuel, 3:86:8).]
Since there is no unified opinion among the Rishonim, when the Shulchan
Aruch (O.C. 345:7) mentions the criterion that the street requires shishim ribuy it
prefaces it with a qualifier, “vyeish oimrim,” there are those who say.
Nevertheless, nearly all of the Achronim consider the criterion of shishim ribuy
an accepted fundament of a reshus harabbim (Taz, 345:6 and Magen Avraham, 345:7).
The Aruch HaShulchan (Choshen Mishpat 162:1) maintains that shishim ribuy is an
accepted fundament to the extent that if one does not want to join his
neighbors in their eruv chatzeiros because he wants to be stringent and not rely
on the criterion of shishim ribuy, his neighbors can compel him to join them.

However, since some of the Rishonim do not accept shishim ribuy as a
requirement for a reshus harabbim, there is a difference of opinions among the
Achronim whether or not a Baal Nefesh should adopt the stringent position if
there is no shishim ribuy present. Most Achronim mention the requirement of
shishim ribuy traversing the street without stating that a Baal Nefesh should
adopt the stringent position. This omission signals that the requirement of
shishim ribuy traversing the street is an accepted fundament in the laws of
reshus harabbim and even a Baal Nefesh can rely on it. Additionally, some
Achronim state that once we utilize a tzuras hapesach for a street that is sixteen
amos wide it is accepted that a Baal Nefesh could rely on the fact that the street
does not have shishim ribuy traversing it (Kanah V’Kanamon, 5:56; Livush Mordechai, 4:4,

and Bais Av, 2:9:3). Other Achronim maintain that a Baal Nefesh should adopt the
stringent position and not rely on the fact that the street does not have shishim
ribuy traversing it. However, that is only where the sole basis for leniency is
that the streets are lacking shishim ribuy (Mishnah Berurah, 364:8; see note 14).
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It is important to recognize that when considering the basis for leniency
there are two levels: a fundamental factor in the din of reshus harabbim such
as mefulash or mechitzos and a tzad l’heter such as using questionable
mechitzos. The Mishnah Berurah (Bi’ur Halachah, 345:23), quoting the Elya Rabah,
states that even in conjunction with a tzad l’heter, a Baal Nefesh can be lenient
and rely on the fact that the street does not have shishim ribuy traversing it.
How much more so, if we were relying on fundamental mitigating factors
like the streets not being mefulash and the area having mechitzos, there is no
doubt that the Mishnah Berurah and all the other poskim as well would
agree that a Baal Nefesh could be lenient and utilize an eruv of tzuras
hapesachim, since we have not met all the requirements of a reshus harabbim.

It should be noted that had the Mishnah Berurah (345:23) seen the Bais Ephraim
(O.C. 26) in conjunction with the Mishkenos Yaakov (O.C. 120 122), there is a
possibility he would have paskened like the Bais Ephraim that shishim ribuy is
an accepted fundament of a reshus harabbim, and he would have agreed that
even a Baal Nefesh could be lenient and rely on the fact that the streets are
lacking shishim ribuy. See Bi’ur Halachah (208:9, s.v. Eino M’Vorech), where he
states that he does not have the sefer Bais Ephraim (see also Toldos Shmuel, 3:81:7,

3:86:8; Bais Av, 2:5:2; Divrei Yatziv 2:173:1, and Even Yisroel, 8:36).

It is significant to note that Rav Moshe zt”l considered the criterion of shishim
ribuy an accepted fundament of a reshus harabbim (Igros Moshe, O.C. 3:94, 5:19, 5:24:10;

see also note 24); however, he had chiddushim in how to apply it (see note 20).

12 The poskim concur that the shishim ribuy must actually traverse the street.
Therefore, just the possibility of shishim ribuy traversing a street is not
sufficient grounds for the street to be classified as a reshus harabbim (Bais

Ephraim, O.C. 26; Mishkenos Yaakov, siman 121 as he explains the shitos of theiShulchan Aruch;

Michtam L’David, siman 2; Divrei Chaim,iAddendum 3; Zivchei Tezdek, siman 102; Maharsham,

3:188; Sefas Emes, Shabbos 6b; Yeshuos Malko, siman 27; Minchas Elazar, 3:4;iTuv Yehoshua, p. 8, and

Igros Moshe, O.C. 1:139:5, 4:87).

Since the Shulchan Aruch uses the term shishim ribuy ovrim bo it implies a
thoroughfare in continuous use and not merely the presence of 600,000
people in the vicinity who would have the ability to utilize the street. Even
Rav Moshe zt”l (ibid.) interpreted the criterion of shishim ribuy ovrim bo to
mean a thoroughfare in continuous use, such as an intercity road, which he
maintained would need to have 600,000 people traversing the same section
of the road (ibid., 5:28:16) on a daily basis in order it be classified as a reshus
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Since all four criteria have to be met for the area to be classified as a
reshus harabbim, if even one criterion is not met, an eruv of tzuras
hapesachim can be erected (Shulchan Aruch HaRav, O.C. 364:4; Bais Ephraim, O.C. 26, and

Mishnah Berurah, 364:5).

                                                                                                                        

harabbim. Additionally Rav Moshe stated (ibid., 1:139:5, 4:87, 5:28:5, 5:29) that the
criterion of shishim ribuy ovrim bo when applied to a city would necessitate a
population of at least 3,000,000 inhabitants (see note 19). Only a city with such
a sizable population could physically satisfy the condition of shishim ribuy
ovrim bo, 600,000 people collectively traversing its streets at one time (see note

20 for the rationale underlying Rav Moshe’s ruling). [However, Rav Moshe
acknowledges that it is difficult to interpret shishim ribuy ovrim bo as
applying to a city (ibid., 1:139:5).]

13 There are poskim who maintain that in order to classify the street as a reshus
harabbim it is sufficient that the shishim ribuy traverse the street most days of
the year (Maharsham, 3:188; Minchas Elazar, 3:4, and Minchas Yitzchok, 8:32:1). However
other poskim accept the simple reading of the Shulchan Aruch that the shishim
ribuy must traverse the street every day of the year, otherwise it would not
be considered a reshus harabbim (Zivchei Tezdek, siman 102; Aishel Avraham 345:3; Kinyan

Torah, 4:40:7,iand Igros Moshe, O.C. 1:139:5, 4:87 88, 5:28:16).

Rav Moshe zt”l also understood the literal interpretation of the Shulchan
Aruch as meaning shishim ribuy traversing the road itself on a daily basis
(ibid., 1:139:5, 4:87, 5:28:16). Rav Moshe posits that when the Shulchan Aruch states
as one of the criteria of reshus harabbim that the street has to have 600,000
people traversing it daily, the Shulchan Aruch was also referring to an
intercity road where the shishim ribuy would have to traverse the same
section of the road every day. Additionally, Rav Moshe states (ibid., 4:88) that
although at times Brooklyn’s beaches might be host to a million people, this
in itself is not reason enough to prohibit an eruv of tzuras hapesachim because
according to the Shulchan Aruch the requirement is that the shishim ribuy has
to traverse the streets on a daily basis (see also note 27).
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Why Brooklyn Is Not a Reshus HaRabbim

Based on the definition of reshus harabbim presented previously, the
streets of Brooklyn fail to meet at least two of the requirements of a
reshus harabbim for the following reasons:

Since the streets of our community do not run straight from one
end of the city to the other they are not mefulash u’mechuvanim
m’shaar l’shaar.14

                                                                                                                        

14 Most poskim use the term mefulash m’shaar l’shaar without differentiating
between a walled city and an open city (see also note 10). Since this is a very
important distinction and has a great impact in how we apply the criterion of
mefulash, we can garner from this omission that there is no difference
halachically whether or not the city is walled.

The following is a partial list of poskim who are clearly not referring to a walled city:
The Mishnah Berurah (364:8), when describing the cities of his times, stated that
there were streets that were sixteen amos wide and mefulash m’shaar l’shaar.
Therefore, a Baal Nefesh should be stringent since to erect an eruv in these
cities they had to rely on the fact that the street did not have shishim ribuy
traversing it. As we know that most towns in his times were not walled
even in earlier times most cities were not walled, Pri Megadim, Mishbetzes
Zahav (362:17) we can deduce that he accepted the criterion of mefulash as
not being dependent on a walled city.
The Divrei Malkiel (4:3) states that to find a street in a large city which is
mefulash, open from one end of the city to the other, is unheard of and that is
why the minhag is to erect eruvin even in the largest of cities. He wrote this
teshuvah regarding Odessa, a city that was not walled.
Rav Shlomo Dovid Kahane zt”l (Divrei Menachem, O.C. vol. 2, pp. 42 43), one of the main
rabbanim of Warsaw before World War II, posited that the heter to erect an eruv in
a large city such as Warsaw, which was not walled from the year 1877 (Encyklopedia

Warszawy, 1994 p. 187), was universally accepted as the streets were not mefulash
u’mechuvanim m’shaar l’shaar. More so, he claimed, a small city would have a
greater problem establishing an eruv since its streets would be mefulash. In a
small city there is usually one main street running straight through the center of
the town as opposed to a large city where the streets are generally not straight
from city gate to city gate. [It is significant that from the year 1900 Warsaw had a
population of more than shishim ribuy on one side of the Wistula River which
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Since there is no street in Brooklyn that is traversed daily by
600,000 people there is no shishim ribuy ovrim bo b’chol yom.15

divided the city in two the larger side known as Warsaw and the significantly
smaller side known as Praga (Rocznik Statystyczny Warszawy 1921 i 1922, 1924 p. 14).]

It is important to note that Rav Moshe zt”l (Igros Moshe, O.C. 5:28:7) disagreed
with the above poskim and maintained mefulash u’mechuvanim m’shaar l’shaar
is a criterion that can only be utilized in a walled city. However, since we
have established that Brooklyn is a walled city because it is circumscribed
on three sides by mechitzos (see Kuntres HaMechitzos page 61 and map of the mechitzos)

Rav Moshe would agree that our streets have to be mefulash u’mechuvanim
m’shaar l’shaar in order to be classified as a reshus harabbim (see also note 31).

15 It was the mesorah through the ages that shishim ribuy is dependent on a
single street. The Divrei Malkiel (4:3) stated when writing to the people
erecting an eruv in the city of Odessa, which had approximately shishim
ribuy, that, “the minhag is to erect eruvin even in the biggest of cities and it
does not concern us that they have shishim ribuy since the shishim ribuy is
dispersed over all the streets.” New York’s population in 1905 was much
more than shishim ribuy and the rabbanim who were involved with the eruv
then relied on the fact that there was no street that had shishim ribuy
traversing it (Oznei Yehoshua, 1:18 and Tirosh VaYitzhar, siman 73).

These are some of the additional poskim who maintain that shishim ribuy is
dependent on the street:
The Mishnah Berurah (Shaar HaTzion, 345:25) indicates this by the usage of the
phrase, “derech hamavoi hamefulash.” [It is important to note, the Mishnah
Berurah’s (345:24) primary issue is whether the shishim ribuy are required to
traverse the street every day of the year or whether occasional use of the street
by 600,000 people would be sufficient (see also note 13 and Toldos Shmuel, 3:86:10).]
The Minchas Elazar (3:4) states that he believes the main streets in big cities
such as London, Paris, Vienna and Berlin have shishim ribuy traversing them.
The Bais Av (2:5:2).
Rav Shmuel Wosner shlita in Shevet HaLevi (6:41).
Rav Elyashuv shlita as cited in the sefer Yashiv Moshe (p. 58).
Rav Yechezkel Roth shlita in Emek HaTeshuvah (5:19).

This is one of the reasons why in Eretz Yisroel eruvin are maintained in
Yerushalayim and in the Gush Dan [Bnei Brak with all the interconnected
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neighborhoods] even though these regions have shishim ribuy as well (Rav

Yisroel Yaakov Fisher zt”l in Even Yisroel, 8:36 and Kinyan Torah, 4:40).

Even Rav Moshe zt”l (Igros Moshe, O.C. 1:109; see page 29) accepted as fact that
shishim ribuy is dependent on the street and only later (ibid., 1:139:5, 4:87 88, 5:28:5,

5:29) stated his chiddush that in a city, shishim ribuy applied to an area of
twelve mil by twelve mil. [In this chiddush, admittedly his own, Rav Moshe
defines shishim ribuy as meaning 3,000,000 people (see note 20).] Even after he
developed his chiddush, Rav Moshe declined to give the rabbanim of Flatbush
a p’sak against eruvin, as he wrote that his chiddush was not stated in the
Achronim and that the Aruch HaShulchan would not agree with him (ibid., 4:87;

see note 23); see also Appendix 4. That is why when it came to issues
concerning a reshus harabbim for example, men wearing gloves or a watch
on Shabbos or bringing back home on yom tov a lulav or a shofar for a woman
or a child in an area that is not enclosed by an eruv Rav Moshe maintained
that we rely on the heter of shishim ribuy in all cities (ibid., 3:94, 5:19, 5:24:10); see
Appendix 5. Rav Dovid Feinstein shlita (Kuntres L’Torah V’Horaah, vol. 6, 1976)

posited that the heter for a Succos block eruv is because we rely on the heter of
shishim ribuy. Although he was referring to lower Manhattan, which according
to Rav Moshe’s chiddush met the requirement of having shishim ribuy (Igros Moshe,

O.C. 1:139:5), Rav Dovid shlita still allowed an eruv. In summation it is a given
that shishim ribuy is dependent on the street (see also note 24).

It is important to note that Brooklyn does not have any street that supports
shishim ribuy. According to the statistical records of the NYSDOT [Appendix
1], even one of Brooklyn’s main thoroughfares, Ocean Parkway the
largest thoroughfare included in the Flatbush eruv has fewer then 55,000
vehicles, with an average of 1.5 occupants per vehicle (NYSDOT, A Transportation

Profile of NYS, 2004 p. 4), traversing it daily in both directions. Rav Moshe
maintained (Igros Moshe, O.C. 5:28:16) that in order for any section of an intercity
road to be considered a reshus harabbim, the entire shishim ribuy would have
to traverse that section of the road on a daily basis this would exclude
people who are entering and exiting the thoroughfare at different points.
Since Ocean Parkway has much fewer than shishim ribuy traversing it, there
is no question that Rav Moshe would not classify it as a reshus harabbim.
Additionally, the poskim maintain that people traversing the road in both
directions are only tallied going one way and so the total for a roadway like
Ocean Parkway is actually much less (Kuntres Tikkun Eruvin Manhattan, p. 108; Kinyan

Torah, 4:40:7, and Rechovas Ha’ir, 23:2). Hence, we can conclude that Brooklyn does
not have a street that has shishim ribuy traversing it.
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Since Brooklyn does not meet at least two of the four requirements of
a reshus harabbim, an eruv of tzuras hapesachim can be erected.

Moreover, since Brooklyn is surrounded with at least three mechitzos 16

[b’y’dai adam 17] at its waterfront18 it is classified, me’d’oraysa, as a reshus
hayachid (Tur and Shulchan Aruch, O.C. 363:1; see Kuntres HaMechitzos page 61 and map of

the mechitzos; see also note 30). Consequently, me’d’rabbanan, an eruv of tzuras
hapesachim could certainly be utilized to rectify the fourth side of the
mechitzos (see note 3). 1718

                                                                                                                        

[Even more so, most poskim maintain that cars are not tallied in the shishim
ribuy (Bais Ephraim, O.C. 26; Maharsham, 1:162;iYeshuos Malko, siman 26 27; Harei B’samim, 5:73;

Bais Av, 2:9:3; Mahari Stief, siman 68; Divrei Yatziv, 2:172:13;iV’yaan Yoseph, 1:155:1; Kuntres Tikkun

Eruvin Manhattan, siman 12 p. 105; Kinyan Torah, 4:40:6, andiRabbi Eliezer Y. Waldenberg shlita,

author of the Tzitz Eliezer, as cited in The Contemporary Eruv, 1998 p. 54 note 119). The reason is
either because a vehicle in itself is considered a reshus hayachid and therefore its
occupants are not part of the total or because we only include pedestrians
(holchei regel) who traverse the street in the tally. Consequently, it is clear that
there is no street in Brooklyn that has shishim ribuy traversing it.]

16 It is important to note that in 1938 the Achiezer and the Chazon Ish allowed
the establishment of an eruv in Paris 1936, population 2,829,746 (Encyclopedia

Britannica, 1968 vol. 17 p. 355) with exactly the same conditions as in Brooklyn:
three mechitzos, omed merubeh al haparutz and on the fourth side only a third
of a mechitzah (Achiezer, 4:8). Furthermore there were many bridges that were
poretz in the mechitzos (ibid.). Additionally, it is stated in the Toronto eruv
booklet (The Toronto Community Eruv, p. 15) that Rav Elyashuv shlita consented to
the eruv there on condition that the eruv be primarily based on mechitzos on
at least three sides that are omed merubeh al haparetz. [There are pirtzos that
interrupt these mechitzos, and many are even greater than ten amos and they
nevertheless allowed the construction of the eruv.] In both of these cases the
situation is the same as in Brooklyn; see also Appendix 8.

17 There are poskim who maintain that the natural riverbanks [mechitzos hayam]
themselves are considered mechitzos when they are built up ten tefachim
over a four amos area even if the area would otherwise be classified as a
reshus harabbim (Maharsham, 9:18; Harei B’samim, 5:73, and Eruv V’Hotzaah). In 1905 they
allowed an eruv in Manhattan, which was established utilizing riverbanks as
mechitzos on three sides, and on the fourth side, the Third Avenue El as a
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tzuras hapesach. Brooklyn is circumscribed by riverbanks on three sides as
well and accordingly would be classified as a reshus hayachid. However,
there is a machlokes haposkim whether or not asu rabbim u’mevatlei mechitzta
affects mechitzos hayam (Mishnah Berurah, 363:118). Therefore our discussion will
pertain to man made walls [mechitzos b’y’dai adam] only, in which case we
pasken lo asu rabbim u’mevatlei mechitzta (see note 2). In addition to gates that
surround Brooklyn’s waterfront, the eruv utilizes sea walls. These man
made walls, which prevent the encroachment of the sea, are mechitzos b’y’dai
adam as well and, along with the gates, circumscribe Brooklyn on three sides.

18 Additionally, the poskim maintain that we can utilize mechitzos habatim as the
mechitzos that encircle our neighborhood since the houses that line the streets
are omed merubeh al haparutz and then the area would be considered,
me’d’oraysa, a reshus hayachid (see also Bais Shlomo, siman 51; Mayim Rabim, 1:38; Tuv

Yehoshua, p. 7, and Mahari Stief, siman 68). In essence with mechitzos habatim we have
four mechitzos surrounding our neighborhood or alternatively, we can utilize
the mechitzos habatim to close the fourth side of the three mechitzos at our
waterfront. Furthermore there is the well known Chazon Ish (O.C. 74:10, 107:4 7)

which states since, me’d’oraysa, a break in an enclosure that is omed merubeh
does not negate the enclosure, when a street which continues through a city
ends, either with houses or a dead end, the whole length of that street with
the mechitzos habatim on both sides and its dead end would be considered
omed merubeh on three sides, and me’d’oraysa, a reshus hayachid. As a result,
the intersections of that street, which were pirtzos, would halachically be
termed k’omed dami, closed. Consequently, all streets that run perpendicular
through this street which now has three mechitzos and halachically closed
intersections would in turn be surrounded with three mechitzos
themselves, their own mechitzos habatim on both sides of the street and a third
wall, the omed of the intersection. This creates a spiraling effect throughout
the whole city. The Chazon Ish concludes that there never would be in big
cities a reshus harabbim because we would always find one street that is
enclosed by three walls. This Chazon Ish is one of the reasons why in Eretz
Yisroel eruvin are maintained (Rav Yisroel Yaakov Fisher zt”l in Even Yisroel, 8:36; Kinyan

Torah, 4:40, and Rav Chaim Kanievsky shlita in Shoneh Halachos, siman 363).

Though the Chazon Ish was known as a big supporter of eruvin, in Orchos
Rabbeinu (vol. 1, p. 170) it is stated that the Chazon Ish did not even allow a child
to utilize the eruv and carry in Bnei Brak on Shabbos. Some claim that since
the Chazon Ish did not allow the use of the eruv, it is irrelevant that he
maintained that a reshus harabbim does not exist today. They are mistaken;
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A Summary of the Halachic Issues According to Most Poskim

Most poskim maintain that Brooklyn is not classified as a reshus
harabbim because of the following three reasons:

The streets of our community do not run straight from one end of
the city to the other they are not mefulash u’mechuvanim m’shaar
l’shaar.
None of the streets in our community, including Ocean Parkway,
are traversed daily by 600,000 people there is no shishim ribuy
ovrim bo b’chol yom.
As Brooklyn is circumscribed by more than three mechitzos at its
waterfront, it is fundamentally a reshus hayachid.

Even one of the above conditions would be sufficient ground to
permit an eruv of tzuras hapesachim. Additionally, as there are many
reasons to allow an eruv in Brooklyn, even a Baal Nefesh can utilize the
eruv with certainty. Furthermore, since Brooklyn is bounded on three
sides by mechitzos, any eruv in Brooklyn would be considered a
Rambam eruv.

                                                                                                                        

the only difficulty with eruvin that the Chazon Ish himself wrote about was
that the eruv was b’chezkas broken or ripped literally every Shabbos (Teshuvos

V’Kasvim, siman 85). He was therfore uneasy about people utilizing the eruv.
Modern construction materials can withstand extreme weather conditions
and are b’chezkas kayama. There is no doubt then that the Chazon Ish would
allow carrying in an eruv today.
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SECTION II

HaGaon Rav Moshe Feinstein zt”l’s Approach to Eruvin

Like most poskim, Rav Moshe originally maintained (Igros Moshe, O.C. 1:109)

that the criterion of shishim ribuy was dependent on the street having
shishim ribuy [600,000 people] traversing it and as stated in the
previous section a tzuras hapesach would therefore be sufficient
anywhere in Brooklyn. However, later (ibid., 1:139:5) he formulated his
chiddush in which shishim ribuy was not dependent on a street but on a
twelve mil by twelve mil area [approximately 8.1 by 8.1 miles]. Rav
Moshe concluded (ibid., 5:28:5, 5:29) [see Appendix 2] that in order for an
area this size to have 600,000 people collectively traversing its streets
at the same time there would have to be five times that number,
3,000,000 people,19 living and/or commuting into the area for work.

                                                                                                                        

19 When Rav Moshe zt”l first drafted his chiddush (Igros Moshe, O.C. 1:139:5) he did not
quantify how many people would be required to live in a twelve mil by twelve
mil area in order that 600,000 people would be present to traverse its streets. In
the first teshuvah clarifying this matter (ibid., 4:87) he stated that, although the
actual number of inhabitants could possibly vary according to the city, in
Brooklyn it would most likely require four to five times shishim ribuy. In the final
two teshuvos which followed we see that Rav Moshe codified his chiddush that the
requirement is, ”just about 3,000,000 people,” (ibid., 5:28:5) or, “at least five times
shishim ribuy,” (ibid., 5:29) which could amount to even more than 3,000,000 people;
see Appendix 2. Consequently, in the Chicago eruv pamphlet (West Rogers Park Eruv,

1993 p. 23) it is stated that Rav Dovid Feinstein shlita was in agreement that
according to his father’s shitah there must be a minimum of 3,000,000 people in
order for the city to be defined as a reshus harabbim. Therefore Rav Dovid shlita
allowed an eruv to be established in Chicago even though the twelve mil by twelve
mil area that included the eruv encompassed over 2,500,000 people.
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Only then would the area be classified as a reshus harabbim d’oraysa.20

[It is important to note Rav Moshe clearly stated (ibid., 4:87) that since in
the past eruvin had been erected in cities with populations exceeding
shishim ribuy, one could not classify a city as a reshus harabbim solely on
the basis of the existence of a population of 600,000. Consequently he
set forth his chiddush of 3,000,000 people; see Appendix 3.] Therefore
if Brooklyn encompassed 3,000,000 people, a tzuras hapesach would not
be adequate; dalsos would be needed.

However, if the tzuras hapesach encircled only a neighborhood in
Brooklyn, it would be permissible according to Rav Moshe as long as
the eruv encompassed fewer than shishim ribuy, (ibid., 4:86, 5:28:5, 5:29) 21 or if
Brooklyn was surrounded by mechitzos (ibid., 1:139 the end of anaf 3).22

                                                                                                                        

20 The rationale underlying Rav Moshe’s zt”l’s rulings is based on the diglei
hamidbar from which the halachos of domains are derived. Since the twelve
mil by twelve mil encampment in the midbar included shishim ribuy [600,000
men 20 60 years of age] plus women, children and elders, Rav Moshe
calculated the population to be 3,000,000. As a result, Rav Moshe
maintained there was shishim ribuy traversing the streets of the encampment.
To utilize the size of the encampment and to require a population of 3,000,000
as the basis for a reshus harabbim of shishim ribuy is uniquely Rav Moshe’s own
interpretation in the laws of reshus harabbim (Igros Moshe, O.C. 1:139:5, 4:87).

21 Rav Moshe zt”l maintained (ibid., 5:28:5) that since the Jewish quarters in
European cities were only a small section of the city, never encompassing
shishim ribuy, it was permissible to erect an eruv of tzuras hapesachim there; see
Appendix 6a. [See also Chiddushei Rav Chaim on the Rambam for a related
ruling (Hilchos Shabbos perek 16 Halachah 16).] Following this line of reasoning, Rav
Moshe paskened that an eruv was permissible in Kew Gardens Hills, Queens
and in Oak Park and Southfield, Detroit because these communities were only
a small part of their cities (Igros Moshe, O.C. 4:86, 5:29 and Addendum to O.C 4:89). [The
eruvin in Queens and Detroit were unlike the 1962 Manhattan eruv, which
relied on sea walls to encompass the whole borough. In Manhattan a tzuras
hapesach was not erected to encompass fewer than shishim ribuy.]

22 According to Rav Moshe zt”l, mechitzos would classify the area as a reshus
hayachid d’oraysa. Therefore, a tzuras hapesach would be sufficient anywhere
in the area included by the mechitzos, since it would be erected in a reshus
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Only when all three criteria have been realized that is, Brooklyn
has a population of 3,000,000 and the tzuras hapesach encompasses
more than shishim ribuy and Brooklyn is not enclosed by mechitzos
would it not be permissible to erect an eruv of tzuras hapesachim even
around a section of Brooklyn; dalsos would be needed.

It is important to note that Rav Moshe did not set forth his chiddush as
a p’sak for others since his chiddush was not stated in the Achronim and
the Aruch HaShulchan did not agree with him.23 Only when people

                                                                                                                        

hayachid d’oraysa. However, a tzuras hapesach would not be adequate to close
the pirtzos that are bordering an unenclosed area containing shishim ribuy;
dalsos would be needed (ibid., 1:139 the end of anaf 3); see note 31 and Appendix 9
for a more comprehensive explanation.

23 Interestingly, of all the instances where Rav Moshe zt”l was asked for a p’sak,
eruvin is probably the only issue where he did not want to prohibit
something solely on the basis of his own chiddush. The only actual p’sak
regarding eruvin issued by Rav Moshe were those in favor of erecting an
eruv, in communities such as Sea Gate, Kew Gardens Hills and Detroit (ibid.,

2:89 90, 4:86, 5:29). Yet in instances when he personally was against the
establishment of an eruv and he was asked for a p’sak on the matter such as in
Flatbush, Rav Moshe not only avoided giving a p’sak he even declined to
state his personal conviction (ibid., 4:87). He just said, “I do not want to join
you in this matter, because there are many opinions on this topic, as we see
in the Shulchan Aruch.” It is along this same line of reasoning that Rav
Moshe zt”l told Rav Tuvia Goldstein zt”l even after the 1979 kol korei was
published that, not withstanding his opinion of the matter, if the rabbanim
of Flatbush wanted to erect an eruv they could do as they saw fit.

However, at the time there was a misunderstanding concerning Rav Moshe’s
personal conviction and some people mistakenly supposed that he was even
in support of an eruv; hence Rav Moshe’s two teshuvos clarifying his opinion
(ibid., 4:87 88). Even when clarifying his position, which he considered to be
“l’dinah,” Rav Moshe did not want to issue a p’sak since, as he wrote, his
chiddush was not mentioned in the Achronim, and moreover the Aruch
HaShulchan would not agree with him; see Appendix 4. It is important to
note that both these teshuvos (ibid.) were written to the same people and the
second one was just a clarification of the first and was not written as a p’sak
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to prohibit the eruv. In the first teshuvah (ibid., 4:87) Rav Moshe explained his
chiddush that in order for there to be shishim ribuy traversing the streets over
a twelve mil by twelve mil area there would need to be about 3,000,000
people living in the area. However after Rav Moshe was told that there were
fewer than 3,000,000 people living in Brooklyn, he expounded on his
chiddush in the second teshuvah and added that he would not be in favor of
an eruv in a big city since some may think that there was shishim ribuy
traversing the streets (ibid., 4:88; see note 25 why this issue does not pertain to us). In
both instances, “l’dinah” refers to Rav Moshe’s personal opinion.

Concerning the Boro Park eruv, a similar sequence of events occurred when
Rav Menashe Klein shlita asked Rav Moshe to issue a p’sak whether he could
erect an eruv. Rav Moshe answered that he could do as he saw fit (Oim Ani

Chomah, p. 266). Just as in Flatbush, this was misunderstood to mean that Rav
Moshe would support an eruv. Therefore, Rav Moshe felt a need to clarify
his personal opinion on this matter (Igros Moshe, O.C. 5:28:20). In both Boro Park
and Flatbush, Rav Moshe’s teshuvos were written in reaction to the public’s
misunderstanding of his personal opinion regarding eruvin and not as a
p’sak. [Concerning Rav Moshe’s signature on the kol korei of 1979 and 1981
which prohibit the Flatbush and Boro Park eruvin, see note 36 and
Appendices 10 and 11 for evidence that both are spurious documents and
cannot be relied on.]

On the other hand, when Rav Tzvi Eisenstadt zt”l asked the rabbanim of
Manhattan for their opinions as opposed to their p’sak concerning
erecting an eruv, Rav Moshe answered that in his personal opinion they
should not establish an eruv (see the beginning of Igros Moshe, O.C. 1:138 which is the

beginning of the Manhattan teshuvah 1:139). When Rav Moshe was asked if the
rabbanim of Manhattan have a right to erect an eruv he answered that they
could do as they saw fit (ibid., 4:89 and HaPardes, 33rd year, vol. 9). This is exactly
what Rav Moshe told Rav Menachem M. Kasher zt”l, “even though I will not
join you, you should go finish what you started [and establish the eruv]”
(Divrei Menachem, O.C. vol. 2, introduction). Only when Rav Aharon Kotler zt”l and
other Roshei Yeshivos made a takanah not to erect an eruv in Manhattan did
Rav Moshe join them and prohibit the eruv as well (Igros Moshe, O.C. 4:86 and

Addendum to O.C. 4:89) this takanah was only about Manhattan and not
Brooklyn; see note 36 and Appendix 10. Even when Rav Moshe signed on
the 1962 takanah with Rav Aharon Kotler we see that he was not at ease with
the language which stated that, “those who rely on the eruv in Manhattan are
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mistakenly supposed that he was personally supportive of the eruv
did Rav Moshe feel a need to clarify that he was not personally in
favor of an eruv, hence his teshuvah clarifying the matter (ibid., 4:87); see
Appendix 4.24

                                                                                                                        

considered a mechalel Shabbos,” since after he quoted this takanah in his
teshuvah, he omitted this last line (ibid., Addendum to O.C. 4:89).

Given that Rav Moshe, despite his personal convictions, never issued a p’sak
for others against erecting eruvin we can possibly understand why Rav
Moshe stated (ibid., 3:94, 5:19, 5:24:10; see note 24) that we rely on the heter of
shishim ribuy in all cities even Brooklyn and Manhattan since he did not
want to employ his chiddush as a p’sak; see also Appendix 5.

It is important to note that there is no evidence Rav Aharon Kotler zt”l
prohibited eruvin in Brooklyn. That he signed the 1962 Manhattan kol korei
only proves that he prohibited a Manhattan eruv; see note 36 and Appendix
10. [It might be that the reason Rav Aharon signed on the 1962 kol korei was
that he, like most rabbanim, accepted that Manhattan is classified as a reshus
harabbim of shishim ribuy as most rabbanim were under the impression that
there was one street that had shishim ribuy traversing it (Oznei Yehoshua,

1:18;iTirosh VaYitzhar, siman 73; Mahari Stief, siman 68, and V’yaan Yoseph, 1:195). While the
rabbanim of Manhattan relied on mefulash u’mechuvanim m’shaar l’shaar and
mechitzos to allow an eruv, Rav Aharon maintained that nevertheless
Manhattan would be classified as a reshus harabbim and an eruv would not be
permissible (see Mishnas Rav Aharon, 6:2 for his reasoning). However, if the reason
Rav Aharon prohibited the Manhattan eruv was that he accepted the
Mishkenos Yaakov’s (O.C. 120 122) p’sak over the Bais Ephraim’s (O.C. 26) that
shishim ribuy is not a accepted fundament of a reshus harabbim almost all of
the Achronim, including Rav Moshe zt”l, would disagree since they
maintained that shishim ribuy is an accepted fundament of a reshus harabbim
(see notes 11iand 24; the criterion of shishim ribuy has been the accepted basis for eruvin for

hundreds of years up until the present day,iincluding eruvin in Eretz Yisroel and in many other

large cities; see note 15).]

24 Although Rav Moshe zt”l stated that he would not be in favor of an eruv in
Brooklyn based on the information provided to him at the time, he
nevertheless wrote on numerous occasions that there is no reshus harabbim
today because we rely on the heter of shishim ribuy (Igros Moshe, O.C. 3:94, 5:24:10).
However, the detractors of eruvin have always claimed that Rav Moshe
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Rav Moshe’s personal approach to eruvin prohibited an eruv in Boro
Park and Flatbush, because it was based on information that was
provided to him at the time.

That is:
Brooklyn’s population, including those who commute into the
borough to work, is over 3,000,000.
Boro Park and Flatbush independently contain more than shishim ribuy.
Brooklyn is not encompassed by mechitzos.

What follows are current Brooklyn facts and statistics that would
make the eruv permissible in its present construction even according
to Rav Moshe’s personal approach to eruvin.

Are There Three Million People in Brooklyn

Rav Moshe zt”l maintained that the area Brooklyn encompasses is a
little more than twelve mil by twelve mil and he was told that the
population of Brooklyn is somewhat less than 3,000,000 (ibid., 4:87 88).
He nevertheless maintained that Brooklyn has the status of a reshus
harabbim d’oraysa because he was led to believe that nearly a million
people come into the borough to work (ibid., 4:88).25

                                                                                                                        

certainly did not mean Boro Park or Flatbush. The most illuminating of all
his teshuvos is this final one on the issue (ibid., vol. 8, O.C. 5:19), regarding a blind
woman using a walking stick on Shabbos. Rav Moshe ends this teshuvah by
saying that today we rely on the fact that there is almost no true reshus
harabbim. In Kovetz Am HaTorah (1986 no.11), where this teshuvah was first
printed, it clearly states that this woman lived in Boro Park; see Appendix
5a. They purposefully omitted this very important fact from the teshuvah
when they printed Igros Moshe volume 8 posthumously; see Appendix 5b!

25 While according to Rav Moshe zt”l’s personal opinion if the population of
Brooklyn is 3,000,000 the borough would be classified as a reshus harabbim, in
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These are the facts:
The US Census Bureau (Census 2000 Summary File 1) reported the population
of Brooklyn in the year 2000 as being 2,465,326 people,26 which is

his last teshuvah regarding eruvin in Brooklyn (Igros Moshe, O.C. 5:29; see also 4:88),
we see that Rav Moshe realized that the total population of Brooklyn is less
than 3,000,000. Nevertheless, he maintained that despite this an eruv should
not be constructed since in a large city one may think that there is shishim
ribuy over a twelve mil by twelve mil area. Therefore, in Rav Moshe’s final
analysis a Brooklyn eruv is not a matter of a d’oraysa; it is only a gezeirah.

This gezeirah does not pertain to us as well for the following reasons:
Rav Moshe only stated this gezeirah because he was led to believe that
Brooklyn did not have mechitzos. Once we have established that Brooklyn is
circumscribed by mechitzos, Rav Moshe would certainly not have objected
because of a gezeirah since in any case with mechitzos Brooklyn is considered,
me’d’oraysa, a reshus hayachid.
Since we have erected a tzuras hapesach in each neighborhood, the area
enclosed contains a population of much fewer than shishim ribuy, which
would definitely not be mistaken as a reshus harabbim. In fact, Rav Moshe
allowed the separation of a neighborhood with a tzuras hapesach (see note 21).

It is interesting to note the similarities between the Brooklyn and Chicago
eruvin. Both Brooklyn and Chicago have a population of approximately
2,500,000 people over a twelve mil by twelve mil area. Despite this number
of people Rav Dovid Feinstein shlita was cited in the Chicago eruv pamphlet
(West Rogers Park Eruv, 1993 p. 23) as being in agreement that, according to his
father, an eruv could be established in Chicago. This gezeirah was not
considered a serious enough issue to impede the construction of eruvin in
Chicago and should not interfere with an eruv in Brooklyn as well.

26 Since this chiddush is self admittedly Rav Moshe’s zt”l’s own (Igros Moshe,
O.C. 1:139:5, 4:87), it is unwarranted for people to elaborate on his chiddushim
and invest them with meaning that Rav Moshe never intended. For
example, in order to meet Rav Moshe’s criterion of 3,000,000 people, some
claim that there are hundreds of thousands of illegal immigrants living in
Brooklyn that are not included in the census, resulting in a total population
of over 3,000,000. This novel suggestion is baseless; in fact the census bureau
tries to include all illegal immigrants in their count. Even if some illegal
immigrants had been overlooked, their numbers would be much fewer then
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much fewer than the population required by Rav Moshe. How much
more so if we were to focus only on a twelve mil by twelve mil area
and not the entire Brooklyn, the population would be significantly less
than the number required by Rav Moshe. Additionally, even if one
were to factor into the population the number of people who actually
commute into the borough to work [235,918 people], the total never
comes close to the required 3,000,000 people.27 Even more so, at the
same time there are more people who commute out of Brooklyn to
work [424,107 people]; thus, the total falls far short of the required
3,000,000 (NYC Department of City Planning, Table CTPP P 6, P 7, 2003). Had Rav
Moshe known these facts he would concur that Brooklyn does not
have the status of a reshus harabbim of shishim ribuy.

the figures needed to fulfill Rav Moshe’s requirement of 3,000,000 people.
To put this into perspective, since Brooklyn’s population is approximately
2,450,000 we would need another 550,000 illegal immigrants to reach a total
of 3,000,000. This would mean that every sixth person living in Brooklyn is
an illegal immigrant, which is just preposterous. The fact is Rav Moshe
never mentioned these innovations in his teshuvos.

27 There are those who claim that there are over a million people who utilize
the Brooklyn beaches, and as a result the total population of Brooklyn
exceeds the 3,000,000 people required by Rav Moshe zt”l. [In fact, only in
rare instances had there ever been close to that number of people utilizing
the beaches, one weekend or so every decade.] However Rav Moshe
addressed this issue himself (ibid., 4:88) and stated that the beaches themselves
would not be reason enough to prohibit an eruv because according to the
Shulchan Aruch the requirement is that the shishim ribuy has to traverse the
streets on a daily basis. Since it is only in the summertime that the
population swells at the beaches and it does not occur on a daily basis,
Brooklyn would not be classified as a reshus harabbim of shishim ribuy (see also

note 13). [Additionally, the beaches are cordoned off with their own mechitzos,
the boardwalk, and according to Rav Moshe they would not be considered
part of the twelve mil by twelve mil area.]
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Does the Eruv Encompass Shishim Ribuy

Rav Moshe zt”l maintained (Igros Moshe, O.C. 5:28:5, and Addendum to O.C. 4:89)

that an eruv of tzuras hapesachim was not permissible in Boro Park and
Flatbush since he was led to believe that each neighborhood
individually contained a population in excess of shishim ribuy; see
Appendix 6.28

These are the facts:
Census figures reveal that in Boro Park the eruv includes a population
of less than 100,000 people and in Flatbush a population under 200,000
people (NYC Department of City Planning, Community District Profiles). Had Rav
Moshe known these figures, he certainly would have agreed to an eruv
of tzuras hapesachim in these Brooklyn communities, which would set
them off from their borough, just as he allowed that an eruv in Kew
Gardens Hills, Queens29 and the eruvin in European communities set
them off from their respective cities (Igros Moshe, O.C. 4:86, 5:28:5).

28 It is undeniable that Rav Moshe zt”l was led to believe that independently
Boro Park and Flatbush have populations of shishim ribuy. He states this in
two teshuvos (ibid., O.C. 5:28:5, and Addendum to O.C. 4:89); see Appendix 6. This is
the primary reason why Rav Moshe did not recommend an eruv utilizing
tzuras hapesachim in Boro Park and Flatbush.

29 As there are many similarities between Brooklyn and Queens, all the
arguments why an eruv cannot be erected in Brooklyn can be said of Queens
as well. [For example, the claim that there are many illegal immigrants who
are not included in the Brooklyn census can be said of Queens as well and
nevertheless we do not see that this issue concerned Rav Moshe zt”l
regarding Brooklyn or Queens (see also note 26).]

There are people who attempt to rationalize why Rav Moshe allowed an eruv
to be erected in Queens. For example, some claim that Kew Gardens Hills is
considered a suburb of Queens while others allege that Queens was not
incorporated into the city as a whole unit, but rather as a set of disparate
neighborhoods. Therefore, they argue, the population of Queens is
considered divided and each neighborhood is independent of the other,
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which is why Rav Moshe allowed an eruv to be erected there. This
assumption is incorrect; Rav Moshe never claimed that Kew Gardens was a
separate entity, only that it was a small neighborhood in Queens (ibid., 4:86 and

Addendum to O.C. 4:89). Additionally, Kew Gardens Hills is part of Queens just
as Boro Park and Flatbush are part of Brooklyn, as can be seen on any map of
the area; see Appendix 7. Every neighborhood in Queens is built up to the
adjoining neighborhood and forms one contiguous borough just as all
neighborhoods do in Brooklyn. Why then did Rav Moshe allow an eruv in
Queens and oppose one in Brooklyn? Even more so, since both Brooklyn
and Queens have similar populations of over 2,000,000, why did Rav Moshe
not apply the same gezeirah that he implemented in Brooklyn to negate an
eruv in Kew Gardens Hills, Queens as well (see note 25)?

The underlying principle must be that Rav Moshe allowed an eruv in Kew
Gardens Hills because the tzuras hapesach there separated the neighborhood
just as he stated the eruvin in Europe demarcated the Jewish quarters from
their cities (ibid., 5:28:5; see note 21); see also Appendix 6a. Rav Moshe
considered the eruv, in and of itself, a separation of the shishim ribuy and
allowed the eruv there. [See also Chiddushei Rav Chaim on the Rambam for a
related ruling (Hilchos Shabbos perek 16 Halachah 16).] Consequentially, Rav Moshe
was not concerned about the possibility that a twelve mil by twelve mil
section of Queens which includes Kew Gardens Hills might be classified as a
reshus harabbim, even though Queens like Brooklyn had a population
well over 2,000,000. The important issue was that in Kew Gardens Hills, a
neighborhood in Queens, they were dividing only a part of Queens which
contained less than shishim ribuy with a tzuras hapesach in contrast to Brooklyn
where Rav Moshe was under the impression that the tzuras hapesach encircled
more than shishim ribuy (Igros Moshe, O.C. 5:28:5 and Addendum to O.C. 4:89); see
Appendix 6.

Furthermore, Rav Moshe allowed the establishment of eruvin in two Detroit
neighborhoods, Oak Park and Southfield (ibid., 5:29), even though regarding
the city of Detroit proper Rav Moshe had stated that an eruv should not be
erected because of his gezeirah (see note 25). Nevertheless, he allowed these
two eruvin despite the fact that these two neighborhoods are well developed
with houses right up to the Detroit city lines. Therefore, it is evident that the
defining issue in these two neighborhoods was that the tzuras hapesach
separated only a part of Detroit.
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Is Brooklyn Enclosed by Mechitzos

Rav Moshe zt”l stated (ibid., 5:28:5) regarding Brooklyn’s mechitzos, “Until
now they [the mechitzos] did not exist but that one can investigate” (see

also ibid., Addendum to O.C. 4:89).

These are the facts:
That there are three mechitzos nowadays enclosing more than 95
percent of the Brooklyn waterfront,30 is obvious even to the most
casual of observers (see Kuntres HaMechitzos page 61 and map of the mechitzos).31

                                                                                                                        

Additionally, there are those who claim that the reason Rav Moshe
permitted an eruv in Kew Gardens Hills was because of the rabbinical
consensus supporting an eruv. They are incorrect, for Rav Moshe’s concern
was not the consensus of other rabbanim but the halachah as he saw it. A case
in point: Had the position of other rabbanim been a consideration Rav Moshe
would not have allowed the Manhattan rabbanim to establish an eruv (ibid.,

4:89 and HaPardes, 33rd year, vol. 9); see also Appendix 10d. Even though he
maintained otherwise and he undoubtedly knew that there were rabbanim
other than himself who were also against the establishment of an eruv (see

Kuntres Tikkun Eruvin Manhattan, pp. 168 169), nevertheless, at that time he allowed
the rabbanim to do as they saw fit.

30 These mechitzos were evaluated by the following rabbanim to see whether
they fulfilled Rav Moshe zt”l’s requirements:
Members of Rav Yechezkel Roth shlita’s Bais Din; see Emek HaTeshuvah (5:19)

and Appendix 8.
Rav Shlomo Gross shlita, Belzer Dayan of Boro Park.
Rav Tuvia Goldstein zt”l sent a select group from his kollel Emek Halacha.

All were in agreement that these mechitzos exist and that they are valid
mechitzos according to Rav Moshe.

31 At first Rav Moshe zt”l questioned if Brooklyn had mechitzos at all, adding
that even if Brooklyn was surrounded by mechitzos, dalsos would be required
at the pirtzos (Igros Moshe, O.C. 5:28:5).
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Rav Moshe maintained (ibid., 1:139:3) that even if an area such as a walled city
which is considered me’d’oraysa, a reshus hayachid has pirtzos which are

open to an unenclosed area containing shishim ribuy, these pirtzos would
nevertheless require dalsos, me’d’rabbanan. This criterion is Rav Moshe’s own
chiddush. [On the contrary, the Shulchan Aruch HaRav (364:4); Bais Ephraim (O.C.

26); Bais Meir (O.C. 364:2); Mishnah Berurah (364:5), and the Achiezer (4:8) maintain
that only when the area is classified as a reshus harabbim is there a
requirement of dalsos.]

[This shitah was originally said about Manhattan which had shishim ribuy and
nevertheless was considered, me’d’oraysa, a reshus hayachid because it was
enclosed by mechitzos sea walls that encompassed the island. Since Rav
Moshe had seen Rav Eisenstadt’s teshuvah he knew that there were some
pirtzos in the Manhattan mechitzos (Kuntres Tikkun Eruvin Manhattan, pp. 68, 168 69;

Divrei Menachem, O.C. vol. 2, p. 76;iRav Tzvi Eisenstadt zt”l in his Hatzaah L’Tikkun Eruvin

B’Manhattan, and in his sefer Minchas Tzvi, siman 4). Nevertheless, because Manhattan
is an island, the pirtzos opened to the water, which obviously did not contain
shishim ribuy, and therefore posed no problem to Rav Moshe since a tzuras
hapesach would then be adequate. However according to Rav Moshe’s
chiddush, the bridges leading from Manhattan which were open along
their sides possibly would have needed to be rectified with dalsos. Rav
Moshe questioned (Igros Moshe, O.C. 1:139:5) whether the bridges were considered
part of Manhattan, in which case the city’s population would in effect cause
the bridges to be classified as a reshus harabbim and they would require
dalsos. Alternatively, if the bridges were not considered part of the city, but
an intercity road, they would require shishim ribuy crossing them in order to
be classified as a reshus harabbim (see also notes 12 13 and 15). As this was not the
case, a tzuras hapesach would then be sufficient.]

According to Rav Moshe, in a Brooklyn neighborhood, a tzuras hapesach
would suffice for the following reason:
Since the tzuras hapesach we erected in our neighborhood only surrounds a
section of Brooklyn and not the entire borough and its borders are not open
to a reshus harabbim [Queens] but to a reshus hayachid [the rest of Brooklyn],
the tzuras hapesach is sufficient and dalsos are not required (ibid., 1:139 see the end

of anaf 3 where Rav Moshe statesiclearly that if the tzuras hapesach is erected in a reshus hayachid,

it is sufficient); see also Appendix 9. Only if we were closing the pirtzos
between Brooklyn and Queens, would we require dalsos, as Queens is not
enclosed by mechitzos and may perhaps contain shishim ribuy. [In fact,
Queens does not encompass a population of 3,000,000 so we could close the
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pirtzos in the mechitzos between Brooklyn and Queens with a tzuras hapesach
since the pirtzos are open to an area that does not include shishim ribuy.]

The only issue Rav Moshe had with the Brooklyn mechitzos was that he
required dalsos (ibid., 5:28:5); however, regarding Manhattan, Rav Moshe stated
that, based on additional shitos yechidaos, even with mechitzos and dalsos at the
pirtzos Manhattan would not be classified as a reshus hayachid (ibid., 1:39:5 6).

Even these shitos yachidaos would not affect an eruv in a Brooklyn
neighborhood for the following reasons:
Rav Moshe utilized these shitos in conjunction with his chiddushim regarding
dalsos and the similarities he noted between Manhattan and Yerushalayim (see

note 33) to nullify the benefit the mechitzos surrounding Manhattan would have
provided (ibid., 1:39:6). However, since Rav Moshe would concur that dalsos are
not necessary when an eruv encircles only a section of Brooklyn and the issue
of Yerushalayim does not concern us as well (see note 33) there is no question
that Rav Moshe would allow an eruv in Brooklyn in its current construction.
Rav Moshe at first stated in a teshuvah regarding Manhattan (ibid., 140) that he
was unclear whether mefulash is considered a criterion of a reshus harabbim.
On the other hand, according to those who do regard mefulash as a criterion
of a reshus harabbim, since the streets of Manhattan were not mefulash the
mechitzos would classify Manhattan as a reshus hayachid or me’d’rabbanan as
a karmelis. In which case, notwithstanding these shitos yachidaos, Rav Moshe
allowed that dalsos at the pirtzos would be the only requirement. However,
in a later teshuvah regarding Brooklyn (ibid., 5:28:7) Rav Moshe does accept that
for a walled city to be classified as a reshus harabbim there is a requirement
that its streets to be analogous to the diglei hamidbar would need to be
mefulash u’mechuvanim m’shaar l’shaar, a criterion of a reshus harabbim. [This
is contrary to Rav Aharon Kotler’s zt”l’s understanding of the criterion
mefulash u’mechuvanim m’shaar l’shaar as being dependent solely on mechitzos
and not a criterion of a reshus harabbim (see Mishnas Rav Aharon, 6:2; see also note 9).]
Therefore, given the fact that Brooklyn is enclosed by mechitzos and its streets
are not mefulash u’mechuvanim m’shaar l’shaar, Brooklyn would not be
classified as a reshus harabbim at all, and Rav Moshe would agree, that these
mechitzos would classify Brooklyn as a reshus hayachid, notwithstanding these
shitos yachidaos (see also note 14). Consequently, in regards to Brooklyn, Rav
Moshe only mentions that there is a requirement of dalsos if Brooklyn is
enclosed by mechitzos (Igros Moshe, O.C. 5:28:5). However, as explained
previously, since we are erecting a tzuras hapesach only around a section of
Brooklyn, dalsos would not be required as well; see Appendix 9.
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Therefore, according to Rav Moshe, Brooklyn is classified as a reshus
hayachid and an eruv of tzuras hapesachim can be erected. [When a
tzuras hapesach is erected in a Brooklyn neighborhood, its pirtzos are
open to the rest of Brooklyn, a walled city that is, me’d’oraysa, a reshus
hayachid. Even according to Rav Moshe the pirtzos do not require
dalsos (Igros Moshe, O.C. 1:139, the end of anaf 3); see note 31 and Appendix 9 for a
more comprehensive explanation.]

Others have claimed, in the name of Rav Moshe, that a break of ten
amos in the mechitzos [pirtzos esser] is a Biblical proscription, thus the
mechitzos encircling Brooklyn are deficient.

These are the facts:
Rav Moshe clearly states that pirtzos esser is only a rabbinical proscription
(ibid., 2:89 90) and therefore a tzuras hapesach would be sufficient to close the
pirtzos.32 [Additionally, the mechitzos around Manhattan had the same
issue concerning pirtzos esser (Divrei Menachem, O.C. vol. 2, p. 76 and Minchas Tzvi, siman 4)

as Brooklyn, and Rav Moshe was not disturbed by this fact.]
Accordingly, Rav Moshe would concur that the mechitzos encircling
Brooklyn are sufficient even if they have pirtzos of ten amos.

In light of these facts it is obvious that Rav Moshe’s approach to eruvin
in Boro Park and Flatbush was based on a totally different set of
circumstances and if he would have known the particulars of our
situation, he would have allowed an eruv to be erected.33

                                                                                                                        

32 Nearly all poskim maintain that pirtzos esser is me’d’rabbanan (Mabit in Kiryat Sefer,

Shabbos Perek 16; Pri Megadim,iMishbetzes Zahav, 363:1; Shulchan Aruch HaRav, O.C. 345:11; Zera

Emes, eruvin 17; Bais Ephraim, O.C. 26 27;iTikkun Eruvin Krakow, teshuvah 1; Melamud Leho’il,

siman 68;iAvnei Nezer, O.C. 265:13, 265:25, 276:1, 279:3; Aruch HaShulchan, O.C. 362:26;iMahari

Slutsk, O.C. 11; Achiezer, 4:8; Chazon Ish, O.C. 107:5 8, 112:5;iChavatzelet HaSharon, O.C. 19, and

Kol Mevaser, 1:20:2; concerning a pirtzah of sixteen amos see note 45). Additionally
practically all poskim maintain that the multitudes [rabbim] do not negate the
enclosure, lo asu rabbim u’mevatlei mechitzta (see note 2).

33 It is important to note that Rav Moshe zt”l, using Yerushalayim in the times
of the Bais HaMikdash as his precedent (Igros Moshe, O.C. 1:139:5, 4:89, 5:28:15),
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A Summary of the Halachic Issues According to Rav Moshe
Feinstein zt”l

Even Rav Moshe’s chiddush, which was his personal opinion and not a
p’sak for others, does not preclude the establishment of an eruv in
Brooklyn for the following three reasons:

The population of the entire Brooklyn with the people who
commute into the borough to work is much less than the 3,000,000
inhabitants required by Rav Moshe.
Even if the total population of Brooklyn would be more than
3,000,000, since the eruvin erected in our neighborhoods encircle a
population of much less than shishim ribuy, Rav Moshe would have
allowed an eruv to be erected in our neighborhoods in Brooklyn.
Even if Brooklyn would have a population of 3,000,000 and the eruv
would encircle more than shishim ribuy, since there are mechitzos
encompassing Brooklyn, Rav Moshe would definitely have allowed
an eruv to be erected in any neighborhood in Brooklyn.

                                                                                                                        

maintained that an eruv should not be erected in Manhattan even if there is
no halachic basis against erecting an eruv there. Rav Moshe maintained that
an eruv was not erected in Yerushalayim in the times of the Bais HaMikdash
because of the fear that people who traveled to Yerushalayim from all over
the world would, upon returning home, erect eruvin improperly. [The Noda
B’Yehudah, Mahadura Tinyana Kuntres Achron (siman 21) and the Tiferes Yisroel
(Eruvin, 10:57) maintain that an eruv was allowed in Yerushalayim, however it
was not possible to establish an eruv at the time.] Since Manhattan like
Yerushalayim has many visitors from all over the world, Rav Moshe
maintained an eruv should not be established in Manhattan as well.
However, Rav Moshe agreed (HaPardes, 33rd year, vol. 9) that if the rabbanim in
Manhattan would erect an eruv, the precedent of Yerushalayim would not
pose an obstacle. How much more so would Rav Moshe have allowed an
eruv that had been erected in Brooklyn, as he was not sure if Brooklyn was
even comparable to Yerushalayim at all (Igros Moshe, O.C. 1:139:6, 5:28:15).
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It is important to note that, according to Rav Moshe, even one of the
above conditions would be sufficient reason to permit an eruv of tzuras
hapesachim.34

                                                                                                                        

34 Many people do not know much about hilchos eruvin and they unfortunately
approach the subject with a closed mind. Thus when a permissible eruv is
constructed, they are quick to issue a blanket statement and declare that Rav
Moshe zt”l would not have approved of the eruv in any form. In truth, Rav
Moshe maintained otherwise and he is often misquoted or misinterpreted in
an attempt to validate misconceptions about eruvin. [For example, some
have claimed in the name of Rav Moshe that pirtzos esser is me’d’oraysa (see

page 42).] Shouldn’t they learn hilchos eruvin and Rav Moshe’s teshuvos before
they make up their mind? Shouldn’t they be seeking the truth instead of
collecting all sorts of objections from disparate sources? Why must the
objective always be to asser eruvin?

Of course, it is always possible to cite shitos yachidos to invalidate an eruv;
however, ruling according to shitos yachidos is not the correct approach in
halachah. [The Chasam Sofer writes (Y.D. 37) that if we were to collect all the
shitos ha’ossrim we would not be able to eat bread or drink water.] Even
more so, in hilchos eruvin, since all criteria have to be met for the area to be
classified as a reshus harabbim, even if we were to employ a shitas yachid
regarding reshus harabbim that would then disqualify the eruv based on only
one criterion, the other conditions would not be met and an eruv would be
permissible l’chatchilah. Consequently, to invalidate an eruv, one would have
to selectively choose from disparate shitos yachidos which in many cases
are contradictory and that is an unjustifiable approach to halachah. The
reality is that if someone learns hilchos eruvin with an open mind, he would
realize that since it is almost impossible to meet all the criteria of a reshus
harabbim, creating an eruv l’chatchilah is a real possibility.
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SECTION III

Rav Moshe Feinstein zt”l Respected the Halachic Opinions of
Other Poskim

Based on the above enumerated facts, it is clear that Rav Moshe would
have permitted eruvin in Brooklyn in their present construction.
Nevertheless, even if one would claim that despite the above Rav
Moshe would not have allowed an eruv in Brooklyn, there is no
question that Rav Moshe would not have been mocheh.35

In 1978, some of the rabbanim of Flatbush, wanting to establish an eruv
there, asked Rav Moshe for his p’sak. Not only did Rav Moshe not
declare that it was prohibited to construct an eruv, he was not mocheh and
did not even recommend that they not erect an eruv (Igros Moshe, O.C. 4:87).36

                                                                                                                        

35 Rabbi Shlomo Pearl shlita stated (in a shiur he gave in Agudath Israel Bais Binyomin,

Nov. 14, 1999 tape #325) that he had spoken with Rav Dovid Feinstein shlita about
being mocheh against the eruv [in Boro Park]. Rav Dovid shlita made it clear
that no one should be mocheh. Additionally, Rav Dovid shlita was
unequivocal in his declaration that even if a gadol, in order to negate the
eruvei chatzeiros, was to declare that he is mocheh against the eruv, he “must be
crazy” (see also note 1).

36 In reference to the 1979 kol korei against the erecting of an eruv in Flatbush,
there are some inconsistencies that are important to expose. Even though
Rav Moshe zt”l allowed the rabbanim of Manhattan to pasken as they saw fit
(Igros Moshe, O.C. 4:89 and HaPardes, 33rd year, vol. 9), he signed against the
establishment of the Manhattan eruv in 1962. However, Rav Moshe stated
(Igros Moshe, O.C. 4:86 and Addendum to O.C. 4:89) that he had signed against the eruv
because Rav Aharon Kotler zt”l and other members of the Agudas
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HaRabbonim had enacted a takanah against establishing an eruv in
Manhattan. [Even when Rav Moshe signed on the 1962 takanah with Rav
Aharon Kotler, we see that he was not at ease with the language, since after
he quoted this takanah in his teshuvah, he omitted this last line which stated
that, “those who rely on the eruv in Manhattan are considered a mechalel
Shabbos” (ibid., Addendum to O.C. 4:89).] Since Rav Moshe signed against an eruv
in 1962, the fact that afterwards [in 1978] Rav Moshe did not forbid the
rabbanim of Flatbush to establish an eruv even though they had asked for his
p’sak (ibid., 4:87) makes it highly doubtful that Rav Moshe would have signed
on a kol korei against the erecting of an eruv in Flatbush. It is interesting to
note that there is a version of the 1979 kol korei without Rav Moshe’s
signature. In all probability, this is the authentic kol korei since on the kol korei
that does have his signature, Rav Moshe’s signature is noticeably smaller
than all the others suggesting, perhaps, that the signature was tampered
with. [It is important to note Rav Moshe states that rabbanim may only enact
a takanah for their particular locale and only for a short period of time (ibid.,

4:49). Consequently, even this 1962 takanah would only have been in effect for
a short period of time and not indefinitely.]

Moreover, the text of the 1979 Flatbush kol korei [Appendix 10a] refers back
to the 1962 Manhattan kol korei [Appendices 10b and 10c], and while the 1962
kol korei specifies Manhattan, the 1979 kol korei falsely uses the place name
New York in addition to other large cities, implying that the issur then [1962]
was on all large cities including Brooklyn and not just the borough of
Manhattan as Rav Moshe himself stated (ibid., 4:86 and Addendum to O.C 4:89).
Furthermore, when the rabbanim of Flatbush asked Rav Moshe for his p’sak
about erecting an eruv (ibid., 4:87), if the text of the 1979 kol korei is correct, he
should have referred back to the 1962 kol korei and stated that the issur then
included erecting an eruv in Brooklyn. Not only did Rav Moshe not refer to
the 1962 kol korei, he did not even declare that it was forbidden to construct
an eruv (see note 23). That the 1962 prohibition against establishing an eruv in
Manhattan extended to all of New York City and other large cities is
obviously a fabrication of the 1979 kol korei. This correlates with what Rav
Menashe Klein shlita wrote (Oim Ani Chomah, siman 7) that Rav Moshe told him in
1979 in the presence of Rav Elimelech Bluth shlita, Rav Shalom Dresner
shlita, and Rav Mordechai Tendler shlita that contrary to what someone in
the Agudas HaRabbonim was promoting the 1962 issur from the Agudas
HaRabbonim was only regarding Manhattan. Since Rav Moshe was one of
the signatories of the 1962 issur, no one knew better than Rav Moshe himself
that this issur was only on Manhattan and not on Brooklyn. Consequently, it
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is highly doubtful that Rav Moshe signed on the 1979 kol korei. Accordingly,
the many rabbanim who signed on the 1979 kol korei out of respect for Rav
Moshe were misled as well. It is important to note, Rav Tuvia Goldstein
zt”l, a Talmud/Chaver of Rav Moshe zt”l, said on numerous occasions that
even after the 1979 kol korei against the Flatbush eruv was published, he
spoke with Rav Moshe who agreed that if the rabbanim wanted to erect an
eruv they could do as they saw fit. [Moreover, he stated that even Rav Moshe
himself would have allowed an eruv in its present construction.]

Additionally, the text of the 1979 kol korei contains an outright fabrication.
The 1979 Flatbush kol korei refers back to the 1962 Manhattan kol korei and
asserts that Rav Eliyahu Henkin zt“l signed against establishing an eruv in
Manhattan in 1962. But there is no signature from Rav Henkin to be found
on the 1962 kol korei [Appendices 10b and 10c]! Even more so, from Rav
Henkin’s final letters (Kisvei Hagriah Henkin, p. 33) and from the 1960 kol korei on
behalf of the Manhattan eruv (Divrei Menachem, O.C. vol. 2, p. 10) [Appendix 10d],
we see he was a proponent of the Manhattan eruv. Four years ago, the Vaad
HaEruv of Boro Park, in order to establish the veracity of the 1979 kol korei,
offered an award of $5,000 to anyone who would come forward with the
original document. Until today, no one has furnished it.

The 1981 letter from Rav Moshe [Appendix 11] against the establishment of a
Boro Park eruv which was never printed in Igros Moshe and was only
circulated as a flyer is questionable as well. This letter purports that
according to Rav Moshe’s Shevat 1979 teshuvah (Igros Moshe, O.C. 4:88) Rav Moshe
joined the Agudas HaRabbonim in prohibiting eruvin in Brooklyn. In fact
Rav Moshe never mentioned a word in this teshuvah about joining the
Agudas HaRabbonim in prohibiting eruvin in Brooklyn. Moreover, as stated
previously, there never was any issur from the Agudas HaRabbonim against
erecting eruvin in Brooklyn, only in Manhattan. Additionally, had Rav
Moshe meant that he joined with members of the Agudas HaRabbonim by
signing the 1979 Flatbush kol korei which stated that the 1962 Agudas
HaRabbonim issur on Manhattan included all large cities when asked for
his p’sak by the rabbanim of Flatbush (ibid., 4:87), he would have declared that
the Agudas HaRabbonim’s issur was on Brooklyn as well and therefore an
eruv could not be erected.

Furthermore, is it credible that Rav Moshe would state in this 1981 letter
that, “those who rely on the eruv are considered a mechalel Shabbos,” when he
was obviously so uncomfortable with a comparable line in the 1962 takanah
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What he did tell them was, “I do not want to join you in this matter,
because there are many opinions on this topic, as we see in the
Shulchan Aruch.” Only when some people misunderstood these words
as somehow supporting the eruv did Rav Moshe feel there was a need
to clarify his personal approach regarding the issue. Hence he wrote
this teshuvah clarifying his opinion, explaining that he had a chiddush,
which accordingly would prohibit the erection of an eruv. However,
he declined to issue a p’sak, since, as he acknowledged, his chiddush
was not mentioned in the Achronim, and moreover it was obvious that
the Aruch HaShulchan would not agree with him (see note 23); see also
Appendix 4.

                                                                                                                        

against erecting an eruv in Manhattan that he omitted it from his teshuvah
(ibid., Addendum to O.C 4:89). Additionally, the subsequent line is questionable
as well, “and those who erected the eruv are causing the rabbim to falter.”
Three years earlier in his teshuvah to the rabbanim of Flatbush (ibid., O.C. 4:87)

Rav Moshe did not censure them, instead he refrained from issuing a p’sak
and stated that the Aruch HaShulchan and other Achronim would disagree
with him. In light of the aforementioned, Rav Menashe Klein shlita wrote at
the time (Oim Ani Chomah, siman 53) that there were Roshei Yeshivos who declared
publicly that Rav Moshe had never signed this letter. Furthermore, apart
from the date and the signature, there is no hand written original only a
typed copy and the signature itself is questionable. The signature on this
letter is indistinguishable from the one on the haskamah to a booklet against
erecting eruvin, and it is not possible for two signatures to be exactly the
same. In light of the aforementioned inconsistencies in this letter, it follows
that one can only be confident in what Rav Moshe actually stated in his
teshuvos and not in what is merely written on a flyer.

It is important to note that all the objections to eruvin in Brooklyn are based
on this 1981 letter and the 1979 kol korei, and as we have shown above, both
are spurious documents and cannot be relied on. Finally, even if Rav
Moshe had signed this letter and the signature on the 1979 kol korei was
authentic since Rav Moshe’s opposition to these eruvin was based on a
totally different set of circumstances which does not pertain to us today (see

section two), there is no question that he would have allowed our eruvin.
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Additionally, Rav Moshe wrote concerning the Manhattan eruv, that
he knows that there is a difference of opinions and everyone has a
right to pasken as they see fit (ibid., 4:89 and HaPardes, 33rd year, vol. 9).37 What
we see from this is that Rav Moshe acknowledged that there are
differences of opinions regarding eruvin and, of course, that other
poskim may disagree with him. Furthermore, it is clear that Rav
Moshe allowed others to disagree with him in any issue and he did
not consider it a slight to his kavod if someone did not accept his
halachic rulings (Igros Moshe, O.C. 1:109). 38

                                                                                                                        

37 Rav Moshe zt”l declared (Igros Moshe, Addendum to O.C. 4:89) that there was no
proposal to erect an eruv in Brooklyn because Brooklyn, unlike Manhattan,
was not surrounded by mechitzos and that, independent of each other, Boro
Park and Flatbush have populations of shishim ribuy. This is not pertinent
today because, as we have established previously, Brooklyn does have
mechitzos and neither Boro Park nor Flatbush have anywhere near shishim
ribuy (see pages 37 and 39).

Some claim that Rav Moshe implied in this Addendum that in Brooklyn one
has the right to be mocheh as opposed to Manhattan. However this is
incorrect, because Rav Moshe would have been mocheh when the rabbanim of
Flatbush asked for his p’sak about the eruv they wanted to establish (ibid., O.C.

4:87; see page 47).

38 Rav Moshe zt”l was once asked (ibid., Y.D. 3:88) if it was disrespectful to
disagree with the shitos of the Chazon Ish in his hometown Bnei Brak even
though he was the Moreh D’Asra. Rav Moshe stated that unquestionably it is
allowed and he added that it was even a kavod for him [the Chazon Ish] when
one debated Torah in his name. By extension, Rav Moshe would definitely
permit and consider it a kavod for us to debate his piskei halachah in his name
(see also the hakdamah to Igros Moshe vol. 1).
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Comparing Eruvin With Other D’Oraysas

Why is eruvin different from any other issue that it elicits such a
visceral response?

The detractors of the eruv claim that their fierce opposition is because
it is a matter of d’oraysas. However, there is no other d’oraysa that has
aroused such a passionate need to be mocheh other than eruvin.

For example, many people maintain that shitas Rabbeinu Tam [72
minutes after shkiah] is an obligatory extension of Shabbos, to the
extent that if someone does a melachah at an earlier zeman he is
considered a mechalel Shabbos. Shitas Rabbeinu Tam is also a matter of a
d’oraysa, yet people are not mocheh against those who keep an earlier
zeman, calling them mechalelei Shabbos. Why is the issue of eruvin any
different?

The opposition toward eruvin is irrational and has no support or basis
in halachah.39

                                                                                                                        

39 Eruvin is different then other halachic issues in one significant aspect. Eruvin
more than any other issue vests a certain amount of centralized power to the
baal ha’machsher. People publicly carrying in a rav’s eruv is a clear sign of the
posek’s influence and support in the community, unlike relying on the rav’s
hechsher on food, which is a more private matter. Consequently, there are
people who find it incumbent upon themselves not to allow an eruv to be
established, and insist that their rav’s opinion is the only one that can be
followed. If one were to follow the history of eruvin in cities where there was
no central governing rav or Bais Din, they would find that machlokas often
erupted as a result of this desire for dominance in community affairs
[Krakow 1888, St. Louis 1895, Odessa 1900, New York 1905 to the present,
Manchester 1906, Frankfurt am Main 1914, and London 1932 to the present].
Otherwise, eruvin would generate the same level of reaction as say a mikveh,
where every individual just follows the p’sak of his own rav.
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Shalom and Machlokes

Rav Moshe zt”l wrote (ibid., 1:186) that when one follows one’s rav on
any issue, even on issurei chilul Shabbos, albeit the halachah is not like
their rav’s interpretation, no aveirah is transgressed. There are over 100
rabbanim who maintained that neither Brooklyn nor Manhattan is a
reshus harabbim d’oraysa and consequently an eruv can be erected; see
Appendix 12. Therefore, by following our rabbanim even if others feel
that the p’sak is wrong, according to Rav Moshe no transgression has
occurred. Why are those who invoke Rav Moshe in their every
attempt to discredit eruvin ignoring Rav Moshe’s own rulings?

To claim that an eruv brings machlokes is a fallacy. On the contrary, as
stated in the Yerushalmi, an eruv increases shalom by bringing people
together (Eruvin 3:2). Through the years, rabbanim have always had
differing halachic opinions on critical Torah issues and we have always
said eilu veilu divrei elokim chaim. By following our rabbanim and
erecting an eruv, are we imposing their p’sak on others? The Torah
way is to honor the right of others to follow their poskim, and this
respect should be mutual.

The Mitzvah and Obligation of Eruvin

The Gemara in Eruvin (68a) describes an encounter between the
Amoraim Rabbah bar Rav Chanan and Abaye. Rabbah bar Rav
Chanan asked Abaye why in a city of two great Amoraim [himself and
Rabbah] neither of them had erected an eruv. In an attempt to
vindicate himself and Rabbah, Abaye answered that it was not fitting
for Rabbah’s dignity to go from door to door collecting the requisite
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matzos, and that he, Abaye, was so preoccupied with his learning that
he had no time to supervise the eruv of the city.

The Mordechai infers from this Gemara that under normal
circumstances when the rabbi of an area is not similarly preoccupied,
he has an obligation and a mitzvah to erect an eruv for his
community.40

Following this reasoning the Rosh in a famous teshuvah (21:8) sharply
criticizes the leadership of a city whose policy was not to erect an eruv:
“ I have already written to you concerning the concept of an eruv, that
it is customary in all areas where Jews [reside] to allow carrying in
those streets that are open on either end to the [streets where the]
gentiles [reside] with [the rectification of] a tzuras hapesach. You
forbade such [an eruv] for the congregation of Freres, and you wrote
me your proofs, and I informed you that they amount to nothing. I
warned you that you must recant and notify the congregation that
they should rectify their streets [with an eruv] as their gedolim have
accustomed them to. Now I have been told that you still uphold your
position, and are thus causing the multitudes to desecrate the
Shabbos. I therefore compel you, upon receipt of this letter before
witnesses, to rectify the streets that open into the reshus harabbim of the
[streets where the] gentiles [reside], with a tzuras hapesach, within a
span of a few weeks upon seeing this letter. If you do not rectify the
streets as I have written, I will excommunicate you. If you had been in
the times of the Sanhedrin they would have executed you, as your aim
is to uproot the Talmud edited by Rav Ashi, and to argue with all the
gedolim until our times, those who are no longer with us z”l, and those
who are still alive” (see also Tashbetz, 2:37).

                                                                                                                        

40 Just as it is the responsibility of each individual rav to insure that there be a
kosher mikveh in his community, it is incumbent on each rav to erect an eruv as
well (Teshuvos V’Hanhagos, 1:844; see also Chasam Sofer, O.C. 99). Even more so, the
Chemdas Shlomo (p. 203) states that members of the community should
establish an eruv. The obligation is theirs as well as the rav’s.
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Those of us who have worked so hard to erect an eruv have not done
so because we seek leniencies, but rather out of conviction that it is a
mitzvah (see Tur and Shulchan Aruch, O.C. 366:13, 395:1; see alsoMedrash Sechel Tov, Beshalach

16:10; Medrash Lekach Tov,iBeshalach; Halachos Gedolos, Perek Hador, and Pri Megadim, Aishel
Avraham,iO.C. 260:3).

Establishing an eruv accomplishes the following:
It helps us avoid chilul Shabbos if we inadvertently forget and carry
something in the streets on Shabbos (Bais Yosef, 395; Bach, 395:1, and Taz,

395:1). The Chasam Sofer (O.C. 99) states that it is not possible for an
individual to ensure that all members of his household do not
inadvertently carry on Shabbos and therefore, the construction of an
eruv is the obligation of every rav. In light of this Chasam Sofer, it
follows that one cannot assert that there is no need for an eruv.
[Even if the heter to permit an eruv is not a clear one, the Aishel
Avraham states (siman 363) that nevertheless an eruv should be erected
in order to save people from chilul Shabbos beshogeg (see also Kriena

D’Igrasa, p. 106 and Oim Ani Chomah, p. 136).]
It helps to minimize chilul Shabbos by our Jewish brethren who are
unfortunately not religious and carry on Shabbos without an eruv
(Nefesh Chayah, siman 25 and Bais Av, 2:1:25).
It helps to increase our oneg Shabbos, e.g., families with young
children, the elderly, and the infirm are no longer confined to their
homes (Perishah, O.C. 395:1).41

It helps al pi Kabbalah to increase the kedushah of a neighborhood
(Shaar HaMitzvos, parshas Beshalach).

41 One who claims that an eruv negatively impacts the sanctity of the Shabbos
by encouraging unbecoming behavior, such as ball playing, is in fact making
a blanket statement against all eruvin since these issues can be problematic
with eruvin in both big and small cities and even with eruvin in bungalow
colonies and he can be considered an einoh modeh b’eruv. When Rav
Moshe zt”l permitted an eruv in Kew Gardens Hills, Queens, Detroit, Sea
Gate and in other communities he did so because he recognized the great
need for eruvin (Igros Moshe, O.C. 1:139:5, 4:86, 5:29). Eruvin according to Rav Moshe
was always a matter of halachah and not hashkafah. Let us remember that an
eruv is a tikun, not a michshol, and serves to improve the spiritual quality of a
community’s Shabbos observance.
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Even Rav Moshe zt”l, when he established that an eruv could be
erected, saw a great need for it (Igros Moshe, O.C. 1:139:5, 4:86, 5:29).

Since it is a mitzvah to erect an eruv, it is unjust to request that we
refrain from performing a mitzvah, particularly when it does not
negatively affect those who do not wish to partake in this mitzvah. For
generations in Europe, even in big cities such as Warsaw 42 and Lodz,43

our ancestors had practiced the mitzvah of eruvin and we believe that
this mitzvah is now overdue in our community.44 As supporters of the
eruv, we respect all the rabbanim of our community and kindly ask
you, our dear neighbor, regardless of your personal feelings about the
eruv, to respect our rabbanim as well so that we can all continue to live
b’shalom and help bring Mashiach soon.

42 Which had shishim ribuy on the larger side from at least the year 1900 (Rocznik

Statystyczny Warszawy 1921 i 1922, 1924 p. 14).

43 Which had shishim ribuy from the year 1931 (Encyclopedia Judaica, 1996 vol. 11 p. 426).

44 Even Rav Shimon Schwab zt”l, who in 1962 was against erecting an eruv in
Manhattan because of hashkafah issues the generation was lax in shmiras
Shabbos posited (Maayan Beis HaSho’eivah, pp. 232, 234) that hopefully the future
generations would be strong in Torah and at that point, with great joy,
everyone would take part in erecting eruvin in Manhattan and in all cities.
We believe that time has come. Concerning Rav Schwab’s signature on the
1979 kol korei against the eruv in Flatbush, the hashkafah issues that Rav
Schwab had regarding Manhattan in 1962 could still have been an issue in
Flatbush in 1979. However, to say that these hashkafah issues are valid today,
42 years later, or that Rav Schwab meant this issur forever is illogical. Rav
Schwab’s own words affirm his hope that at some point we will be strong
enough in Torah to erect eruvin in all cities. [It is important to note Rav
Moshe zt”l states that rabbanim may only enact a takanah for their particular
locale and only for a short period of time (Igros Moshe, O.C. 4:49).]
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A Summary of Various Issues Concerning Eruvin

In light of the information provided to him at that time, Rav Moshe
zt”l did not favor an eruv in Flatbush. Despite this he did not
forbid the construction of an eruv but acknowledged to the
rabbanim of Flatbush that there are differences of opinions
regarding eruvin.
Eruvin is just like any other d’oraysa where everyone follows the
p’sak of his own rav, and therefore, there is no reason to be mocheh.
One should follow his rav on every issue, including erecting and
utilizing an eruv.
It is a mitzvah to erect eruvin and even Rav Moshe maintained there
is a great need for it. Therefore, it is unjust to request that we
refrain from performing a mitzvah since it does not negatively
affect those who do not wish to partake in this mitzvah.
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SECTION IV

Kuntres HaMechitzos

Even if one argues that Brooklyn meets all the criteria of a reshus
harabbim d’oraysa, since Brooklyn is circumscribed by mechitzos on
three sides, which enclose more than 95 percent of its waterfront (see

enclosed map), the borough is nevertheless classified as a reshus hayachid
d’oraysa (see page 24).

There are natural riverbanks [mechitzos hayam] surrounding Brooklyn
on three sides and according to a number of poskim, they would be
sufficient to change the status of Brooklyn to a reshus hayachid d’oraysa
(see note 17).

The mechitzos we are utilizing, however, are universally accepted since
they only consist of man made walls [mechitzos b’y’dai adam] in which
case we pasken that the multitudes [rabbim] do not negate the
enclosure, lo asu rabbim u’mevatlei mechitzta (see note 2). In addition to
gates that circumscribe Brooklyn’s waterfront, the eruv utilizes sea
walls. These man made walls, which prevent the encroachment of the
sea, are michitzos b’y’dai adam as well and, along with the gates,
surround Brooklyn on three sides (see note 17). Additionally, we can
utilize mechitzos habatim to close the fourth side of the three mechitzos
at our waterfront (see note 18), and as a result we are circumscribed by
four mechitzos omed merubeh al haparutz.
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These mechitzos were confirmed by the following rabbanim:
Members of Rav Yechezkel Roth shlita’s Bais Din; see Emek
HaTeshuvah (5:19) and Appendix 8.
Rav Shlomo Gross shlita, Belzer Dayan of Boro Park.
Rav Tuvia Goldstein zt”l sent a select group from his kollel Emek
Halacha.

While there may be some pirtzos [gaps] in the mechitzos, once the walls
are omed merubeh al haparutz on three sides [that is, more than 50
percent of the length of each side must actually consist of a wall]
practically all poskim maintain that the multitudes do not negate the
enclosure, lo asu rabbim u’mevatlei mechitzta (see note 2). Although some
of the pirtzos may even be ten amos, practically all poskim maintain that
pirtzos esser is only a rabbinical proscription including HaGaon Rav
Moshe Feinstein zt”l and therefore a tzuras hapesach would be
sufficient to close the pirtzos (see note 32).45 Furthermore, since we can
utilize mechitzos habatim to close the fourth side, just about every posek
would agree lo asu rabbim u’mevatlei mechitzta of four mechitzos.

[An additional benefit of these mechitzos surrounding Brooklyn is that
the pirtzos in these mechitzos open into the water as opposed to
opening into a thoroughfare that is traversed by a rabbim.
Additionally, the pirtzos in these mechitzos are not bkeren zavis gaps
at the corners where the mechitzos meet.]

                                                                                                                        

45 When clarifying that a pirtzah of ten amos is a rabbinical proscription, almost
all poskim do not differentiate between a pirtzah of ten amos and one of
sixteen amos which is proof that they maintain there is no difference
halachically between them. Additionally, there are poskim who clearly state
that a pirtzah of sixteen amos is me’d’rabbanan as well (Bais Ephraim, O.C. 26; Aruch

HaShulchan, O.C. 362:26, and Chazon Ish, O.C 107:5 8). Furthermore, even those few
poskim who state a pirtzah of sixteen amos is me’d’oraysa they would admit
that when utilizing a tzuras hapesach to close the pirtzah it is as though the
pirtzah itself ceases to exist (Mishkenos Yaakov, O.C. 122 p. 144). [Even if a rabbim
traverses through the pirtzah since we pasken lo asu rabbim u’mevatlei mechitzta
they do not negate the mechitzah (see note 2).]
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Me’d’rabbanan, we are required to rectify all the pirtzos in the mechitzos
with at least a tzuras hapesach so that the area is entirely enclosed.
Alternatively, the tzuras hapesach can be utilized, me’d’rabbanan, to
encircle a section of the area enclosed by the mechitzos since the tzuras
hapesach is being erected in a reshus hayachid d’oraysa (see page 14 and note 3).
Since Brooklyn is classified as a reshus hayachid d’oraysa, an eruv of
tzuras hapesachim can be erected in any of Brooklyn’s neighborhoods.
Even according to Rav Moshe, when a tzuras hapesach is erected in a
Brooklyn neighborhood its pirtzos are open to the rest of Brooklyn, a
walled city that is, me’d’oraysa, a reshus hayachid. Accordingly, it does
not require dalsos (Igros Moshe, O.C. 1:139, the end of anaf 3); see note 31 and
Appendix 9.
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Appendix 1
APPENDIX ONE

These statistical records of the NYSDOT show that Ocean Parkway, one of
Brooklyn’s main thoroughfares and the largest thoroughfare included in
the Flatbush eruv has fewer then 55,000 vehicles traversing it daily in both
directions, with an average of 1.5 occupants per vehicle (NYSDOT, A Transportation

Profile of NYS, 2004 p. 4). Consequentially, because Ocean Parkway s traffic is
significantly less than shishim ribuy, according to most poskim an eruv of tzuras
hapesachim can be erected anywhere in a Brooklyn neighborhood. See note 15.

(Continued on the following page.)
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Appendix 2
APPENDIX TWO

In Rav Moshe’s zt”l’s final two teshuvos about eruvin we see that he
codified his chiddush; in order for a city to be classified as a reshus
harabbim of shishim ribuy, the requirement is at least five times shishim
ribuy which could amount to 3,000,000 or more people. Consequently,
the Chicago eruv pamphlet (West Rogers Park Eruv, 1993 p. 23) states that Rav
Dovid Feinstein shlita was in agreement that according to his father’s
shitah there must be a minimum of 3,000,000 people in order for the city to
be defined as a reshus harabbim. See page 29 and note 19.
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Appendix 3
APPENDIX THREE

This teshuvah proves Rav Moshe zt”l knew that there were cities with
populations exceeding shishim ribuy and nevertheless, eruvin had been
erected there. Therefore he posited that there would need to be 3,000,000
people over an area of twelve mil by twelve mil in order for that area to be
classified as a reshus harabbim. The following large cities with populations
of 600,000 erected eruvin: Warsaw, which was not walled from the year
1877 and which had shishim ribuy on the larger side from the year 1900
(Mishmeres Sholom, 24:10; Divrei Menachem, O.C. vol.i2, pp. 42 43; Encyklopedia Warszawy, 1994 p.

187,iand Rocznik Statystyczny Warszawy 1921 i 1922, 1924 p. 14; see also Igros Moshe, O.C. 5:28:5

and Appendix 6a), Lodz (Mishmeres Sholom, 24:10 and Encyclopedia Judaica, 1996 vol. 11 p. 426),
Odessa (Divrei Malkiel, 3:14 18, 4:3; Tikkun Shabbos, and Tuv Yehoshua), Manchester
(introduction Bais Av vol. 2 and Encyclopedia Britannica, 1911 vol. 17 p. 547), St. Louis (Tikvas

Zechariah and Encyclopedia Britannica, 1911 vol. 24 p. 24), and New York in 1905 (Oznei

Yehoshua, 1:18; Tirosh VaYitzhar, siman 73; Eruv V’Hotzaah, and US Census, 1900). See page 30.
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Appendix 4
APPENDIX FOUR

This teshuvah confirms that Rav Moshe zt”l never gave a p’sak against an
eruv in Flatbush but only stated his personal opinion, since he recognized
that his chiddush was not accepted by the Achronim and that the Aruch
HaShulchan did not agree with him. See pages 31 and 50; see also note 23.

(Continued on the following page.)
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Appendix 5
APPENDIX FIVE

The detractors of eruvin have always claimed that when Rav Moshe zt”l
stated that there is no reshus harabbim today because we rely on the heter of
shishim ribuy (Igros Moshe, O.C. 3:94, 5:24:10), he certainly did not mean Boro Park or
Flatbush. The most illuminating of all his teshuvos is this final one on the
issue, regarding a blind woman using a walking stick on Shabbos (ibid., vol. 8,

O.C. 5:19). Rav Moshe ends this teshuvah by stating that today we rely on the
fact that there is almost no true reshus harabbim.

* Note the omission of the woman’s
place of residence.

Fig. 5a

Fig. 5bIn Kovetz Am HaTorah (1986 no. 11)

[Fig. 5a], where this teshuvah was
first printed, it clearly states that
this woman lived in Boro Park.
They purposefully omitted this
very important fact from the
teshuvah when they printed Igros
Moshe volume 8 posthumously
[Fig. 5b]! See notes 15 and 24.
The reason Rav Moshe stated
that there is no true reshus
harabbim today is because he felt
he could not extend his personal
approach to eruvin to others. See
note 23.
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Appendix 6
APPENDIX SIX

From Rav Moshe zt”l’s first teshuvah listed here [Fig. 6a] we see he
maintained that if the tzuras hapesach encircled fewer than shishim ribuy it
is considered as if the tzuras hapesach separates the neighborhood from the
whole city and an eruv is permissible. See notes 21 and 29. Additionally,
both these teshuvos [Figs. 6a and 6b] demonstrate that Rav Moshe was led
to believe that independently Boro Park and Flatbush have populations
of shishim ribuy and therefore an eruv of tzuras hapesachim was not
permissible. Rav Moshe states that each one of these neighborhoods
encompasses less than twelve mil by twelve mil and nevertheless they
have more than shishim ribuy. On the other hand Rav Moshe states that
Brooklyn includes an area of more than twelve mil by twelve mil (Igros Moshe,

O.C. 4:87 88). Consequently, these teshuvos must indicate that each
neighborhood independently has shishim ribuy and not just the whole of
Brooklyn. See page 37 and note 28.

Fig. 6a Fig. 6b
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Appendix 7
APPENDIX SEVEN

As this map indicates, Kew Gardens Hills is connected with the rest of
Queens, to form one contiguous borough just as Boro Park and Flatbush
are connected with the rest of Brooklyn. Consequentially, the fact that
Rav Moshe zt”l allowed an eruv in Kew Gardens Hills must be because
the tzuras hapesach demarcates the neighborhood from the rest of the
borough. See note 29.
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Appendix 8
APPENDIX EIGHT

A letter from Rav Yechezkel Roth shlita attesting to the mechitzos
encompassing Brooklyn and stating that an eruv would be permissible
according to all poskim (see also Emek HaTeshuvah, 5:19). See note 30.
Additionally, it is stated in the Toronto eruv booklet (The Toronto Community Eruv,

p. 15) that Rav Elyashuv shlita consented to the eruv there on condition that
the eruv be primarily based on mechitzos on at least three sides that are
omed merubeh al haparetz. As is evident from this letter, the situation in
Brooklyn is the same as the situation is in Toronto. See note 16.
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Appendix 9
APPENDIX NINE

This teshuvah demonstrates that if a tzuras hapesach is erected in a reshus
hayachid Rav Moshe zt l would agree that there would not be a
requirement of dalsos. Since Brooklyn is circumscribed by mechitzos and is
classified as a reshus hayachid, a tzuras hapesach would be sufficient in any
section of Brooklyn. See note 31.
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Appendix 10
APPENDIX TEN

The text of the 1979 kol korei against a Flatbush eruv [Fig. 10a] refers back
to the 1962 Manhattan kol korei [Fig. 10b], claiming that it includes
Brooklyn in the Manhattan issur and listing among the signatories Rav
Eliyahu Henkin zt“l. However, as the original copy of the 1962 kol korei
demonstrates, the takanah then against erecting eruvin only applied to
Manhattan and not to Brooklyn. Additionally, it shows only five
signatures. Nowhere is Rav Eliyahu Henkin’s signature to be found.

See also the reprint of this kol korei by the Agudas HaRabbonim, which is
identical to the original document (HaPardes 40th year, vol. 8) [Fig. 10c]. Even
more so, from Rav Henkin’s letters (Kisvei Hagriah Henkin, p. 33), and from the
1960 kol korei on behalf of the Manhattan eruv (Divrei Menachem, O.C. vol. 2, p. 10)

[Fig. 10d], we see he was a proponent of the Manhattan eruv.
Additionally, Rav Moshe zt”l never gave a p’sak l’maaseh against eruvin as
the 1979 kol korei falsely claims. On the contrary, he declined to issue a
p’sak since the Aruch HaShulchan and other Achronim disagreed with him
(Igros Moshe, O.C. 4:87); see Appendix 4. See notes 23 and 36.

Fig. 10a
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(Continued on the following page.)

Fig. 10c

Fig. 10b
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Fig. 10d
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Appendix 11
APPENDIX ELEVEN

This 1981 letter which was never printed in Igros Moshe and was only
circulated as a flyer is questionable as well. This letter purports that
according to Rav Moshe’s Shevat 1979 teshuvah (Igros Moshe, O.C. 4:88) Rav
Moshe joined the Agudas HaRabbonim in prohibiting eruvin in Brooklyn.
In fact, Rav Moshe never mentioned a word in that teshuvah about joining
the Agudas HaRabbonim in prohibiting eruvin in Brooklyn; the teshuvah
was written only to clarify his prior teshuvah (ibid., 4:87; see note 23). Moreover,
there never was any issur from the Agudas HaRabbonim against erecting
eruvin in Brooklyn, only in Manhattan; see note 36 and Appendix 10.

This correlates with what Rav Menashe Klein shlita wrote (Oim Ani Chomah,

siman 7) that Rav Moshe told him in 1979 in the presence of Rav
Elimelech Bluth shlita, Rav Shalom Dresner shlita, and Rav Mordechai
Tendler shlita that contrary to what someone in the Agudas
HaRabbonim was promoting the 1962 issur from the Agudas
HaRabbonim was only regarding Manhattan. Furthermore, it is not
plausible that Rav Moshe would have stated in this 1981 letter that,
“those who rely on the eruv are considered a mechalel Shabbos.” We see he
was uncomfortable with a comparable line that was utilized in the 1962
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takanah against erecting an eruv in Manhattan since he omitted it from his
teshuvah (Igros Moshe, Addendum to O.C. 4:89). Additionally, the subsequent line,
“and those who erected the eruv are causing the rabbim to falter,” is
questionable as well because three years earlier in his teshuvah (ibid., O.C.

4:87) to the rabbanim of Flatbush not only did Rav Moshe not censure them,
he declined to issue a p’sak and acknowledged that the Aruch HaShulchan
and other Achronim would disagree with him. In light of the
aforementioned, Rav Menashe Klein shlita wrote (Oim Ani Chomah, siman 53) that
there were Roshei Yeshivos who declared publicly that Rav Moshe never
signed this letter. Additionally, it is interesting that only the date and the
signature are handwritten on this flyer. [Although many people have
asked to see the handwritten letter in its entirety, it has never been
forthcoming.] Note too that the signature itself is questionable. The
signature on this letter is indistinguishable from the one on the haskamah
to a booklet against erecting eruvin, and it is not possible for two
signatures to be exactly the same. In light of the aforementioned
inconsistencies in this letter, it follows that one can only be confident in
what Rav Moshe actually stated in his teshuvos and not in what is merely
written on a flyer.

It is important to note that all the objections to eruvin in Brooklyn are
based on this 1981 letter and the 1979 kol korei [see Appendix 10], and as
we have shown above, both are spurious documents and cannot be
relied on. Finally, even if Rav Moshe had signed this letter and the
signature on the 1979 kol korei was authentic since Rav Moshe’s
opposition to these eruvin was based on a totally different set of
circumstances which does not pertain to us today (see section two), there is no
question that he would have allowed our eruvin. See note 36.
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Appendix 12
APPENDIX TWELVE

A list of more than 100 rabbanim who maintained that neither Brooklyn
nor Manhattan is a reshus harabbim d’oraysa and consequently an eruv
could be erected. See page 53.
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The Community Eruv: Key Points

Section I – According to most Gedolei HaPoskim, past and
present, there are at least three reasons why eruvin can be
erected in Brooklyn.
Section II – Based on current facts there are three reasons
why according to Rav Moshe Feinstein zt”l an eruv can be
erected in Brooklyn. [This is based on thirteen teshuvos in
Igros Moshe (O.C. 1:138 40, 2:89 90, 4:86 89, 5:24, 5:28 29, and Addendum to

O.C. 4:89).]
Section III – Since the eruv is permissible one may not be
mocheh. On the contrary, since it is a mitzvah to erect eruvin,
one should partake in this mitzvah.
Section IV – An analysis of the mechitzos encircling
Brooklyn.
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The following points are addressed in the subsequent teshuvah.
It is an established halacha in Shas, Rishonim, and in the Shulchan Aruch that the local Bais
Din is obligated to establish an eruv if there is no reshus harabbim (sources listed).  In 
all countries and towns throughout the years eruvin were established.

   The Shulchan Aruch is the Bais Din and constitution of Klal Yisroel (sources listed).

According to the Gedolei HaDor Brooklyn is not classified as a reshus harabbim. The

opinions of Rav Moshe Feinstein, the Satmer Rebbe, and Rav Aharon Kotler

regarding the basics of reshus harabbim (sources listed).

Destroying eruvin, preventing rabbanim from expressing their own opinions, and
printing false signatures is against the Torah (sources listed).
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Grand Rabbi
Moishe L. Rabinovich

of Munkach
1417 - 49th Street
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As a community eruv, we welcome
your participation and support.

Please direct all inquiries to:

Vaad L’Tikkun Eruvin
of Greater Faltbush

1080 McDonald Avenue
Unit 226

Brooklyn, NY 11230
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vdtui vdsuk rch nav phhbayhhi zm"k
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acy ,ax"v
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